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SUBJECT: Public Hearing on Appeal Case No. AX15-002 (Verizon Timberline) – 
Hearing, discussion, and possible action on the appeal of the Board of 
Adjustment’s decision to deny Special Use Permit Case No. SB14-014, 
which is requesting approval to construct a new wireless facility consisting 
of a sixty-one (61) foot monopole utilizing a stealth design disguised as a 
pine tree, three (3) antenna sectors with two (2) panel antennas per sector, 
a prefabricated equipment shelter measuring 11’6” x 16’11”, a 48kw 
emergency standby diesel generator with a 210 gallon fuel tank, and 
associated equipment enclosed within a 50' x 50' lease area surrounded by 
a 6' chain link security fence with tan colored screening slats and a 
retaining wall.  

 The Board of County Commissioners may take action to affirm the Board 
of Adjustment’s denial; or the Board may take action to reverse the Board 
of Adjustment’s denial and issue the Special Use Permit; or the Board may 
modify the Special Use Permit Conditions and issue the Special Use 
Permit.  (Commission District 2.) 

 
SUMMARY 
Confirmation, reversal, or modification of the Board of Adjustment’s denial of Special 
Use Permit Case No. SB14-014 (Verizon Timberline), requesting approval to construct a 
new wireless facility consisting of a sixty-one (61) foot monopole utilizing a stealth 
design disguised as a pine tree and associated ground equipment.   

Washoe County Strategic Objective supported by this item:  Stewardship of our 
community. 
 
PREVIOUS ACTION 
April 9, 2015 South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley Citizen Advisory Board (CAB) 
The South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley CAB reviewed the application and 
discussed the project at length.  The CAB voted unanimously to request the applicant to 
return with a County representative to address compliance issues, answer questions, and 
further discuss the project.   
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May 14, 2015 South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley Citizen Advisory Board (CAB) 

The South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley CAB again reviewed the application and 
engaged in a lengthy discussion of the project.  A motion to recommend approval of the 
project with the conditions proposed by County staff resulted in a tie (split) vote.  

June 4, 2015 Board of Adjustment (BOA) – The Board of Adjustment denied Special Use 
Permit Case Number SB14-014 on a 3-2 vote.   

BACKGROUND 
The project was originally submitted on October 15, 2014, but the pad site chosen for the 
cellular facility required grading that could not meet code, among other issues.  The 
applicant subsequently agreed to withdraw the application, redesign the project to meet 
code, and re-submit the request.  The application was re-submitted on February 17, 2015 
and scheduled for the April 2, 2015 Board of Adjustment (BOA) meeting.  The redesign 
included moving the proposed pad site to a different location on the subject parcel that 
would theoretically involve less grading and that would also be adjacent to an existing 
water tank with antennas.   

After staff identified a number of issues regarding the completeness of the re-submitted 
application, the public hearing was postponed to the June 4, 2015 BOA meeting to give 
the applicant more time to work through code issues with staff and further discuss the 
project with the community.  The main concerns identified by staff included the 
inadequacy of grading plans for a proposed new access road to the cellular pad site, 
whether or not a significant gap in coverage was actually proven by the applicant, 
proximity to the Whites Creek Trail (within 1,000 feet), and whether or not the applicant 
could collocate elsewhere and/or use the existing access road to the water tank.  The 
community shared many of these same concerns but was also concerned about the actual 
need for the facility, potential loss of property values for nearby properties, visual 
impacts, degradation of the Mt. Rose Hwy. scenic corridor, and allowing a commercial 
use in a residential neighborhood.   

At the June 4, 2015 BOA meeting all five board members were present. After hearing 
public testimony regarding the concerns cited above and engaging in a lengthy 
deliberation of whether or not a significant gap in coverage had been proven, a motion to 
deny was made by member Toulouse which carried by a vote of 3 to 2 (members 
Toulouse, Hill, and Thomas for denial and members Lawrence and Wideman against the 
motion).  In the motion to deny, finding #3 (as numbered in the Board of Adjustment 
staff report) and finding #1 from Policy F.2.13 of the Forest Area Plan were identified as 
the findings that could not be made.  The motion also stated that the BOA could not make 
the finding that a significant gap in coverage existed, which rendered the project unable 
to meet code since it was within 1,000 feet of a public trail (see further discussion of the 
significant gap issue below).  

Finding #3 (from the Board of Adjustment staff report) is provided below as stated in 
Washoe County Development Code, Section 110.810.30 Findings. 

(c) Site Suitability. The site is physically suitable for the type of 
development and for the intensity of development. 

Finding #1 (from the Board of Adjustment staff report) is from Policy F.2.13 of the 
Forest Area Plan and is provided below. 
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1. Impact on the Community Character. The approval of all special use permits 
and administrative permits must include a finding that the community 
character as described in the Character Statement can be adequately 
conserved through mitigation of any identified potential negative impacts.   

NEVADA REVISED STATUTE (NRS) AND UNITED STATES CODE (USC) 
The proposed stealth  monopole is a “communications facility” under WCC Article 
110.324, and a “facility for personal wireless service” under NRS 707.555 (NRS Chapter 
707, Telecommunications) and the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 (TCA).  
This special use permit is guided by NRS 707.550 through 707.585 and 47 U.S.C. § 332 
(c) (7).  The state statute establishes standards and procedures for approving such 
wireless service facilities, and federal law provides that when considering this 
application, this Board: 

1. Shall not unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally equivalent 
services (per the American Tower Corp. case cited above in the discussion of 
“significant gap” analysis, unreasonable discrimination occurs if a provider is 
treated differently from other similarly situated providers in terms of the structure, 
placement, or cumulative impact of the facilities involved); 

2. Shall not prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of personal 
wireless services (see above analysis); and, 

3. Shall not regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal 
wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio 
frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with FCC 
regulations regarding such emissions [NRS 707.575 (4) also prohibits the 
consideration of environmental effects of radio frequency emissions if the facility 
complies with FCC regulations].  47 U.S.C. § 332 (c) (7) (C), defines “personal 
wireless services” as commercial mobile services, unlicensed wireless services 
and common carrier wireless exchange access services; and “personal 
wireless service facilities” as facilities for the provision of personal wireless 
services. 

Washoe County Code (WCC) Section 110.324.50(e)(10)(i) restricts monopole antennas 
from being located within 1,000 feet of a public trail unless it can be proven by technical 
studies that a “significant gap” in existing cellular coverage exists.  The Whites Creek 
public trail, as depicted by Parks and Open Space program documents, is approximately 
715 feet from the proposed project site (see graphic below); however, the applicant is 
claiming that a significant gap in coverage exists (see Exhibit D of the BOA staff report).  
A wireless cellular facility is permitted at any location if an applicant can demonstrate 
that a site is “necessary to close an existing significant gap or gaps in the availability of 
personal wireless service.”  WCC Section 110.324.55 defines a significant gap as a 
“white area” where no cellular service from any (single) carrier is available.   

It should be noted that since the time this significant gap definition was adopted into 
County Code in 2004, case law and Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
guidance has evolved to favor the “multiple carrier” interpretation/definition of what 
constitutes a significant gap.  Under the multiple carrier interpretation (versus the 
“single” or “any” carrier interpretation), a carrier must only prove that a gap exists within 
their individual service area and need not consider whether any other carrier provides 
service in the target area.  Hence, a significant gap can exist for multiple carriers in a 
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given area even if another carrier has coverage.  Verizon is claiming a significant gap in 
their individual service coverage which necessitates the proposed facility, and is also 
proposing that the facility will alleviate demand on other existing overloaded facilities 
(i.e. at Slide Mountain and Wolf Run).  At the request of staff, and to document and 
justify the significance of Verizon’s claimed coverage gap, the applicant has provided 
additional evidence and studies beyond what was originally submitted in their application 
(see Exhibit D of the BOA staff report), but it is still unclear to staff if the gaps are truly 
“significant.”   

As noted, the county cannot prohibit or “effectively prohibit” a wireless service provider 
from providing service.  Courts have ruled that preventing a provider from closing a 
significant gap in its coverage amounts to an effective prohibition.  This board must 
therefore determine whether there is a significant gap in the applicant’s coverage and 
whether, under the law, the proposed facility will appropriately close that gap.  If so, the 
county cannot deny the application provided it otherwise complies with the law.  If not, 
then the county’s discretion to deny the permit would hinge on the facts in the record and 
the applicable land use laws.  Because one such land use law here would prohibit the 
placement of a monopole within 1,000 feet of a public trail unless the placement is 
necessary to close a significant gap, and because this facility would be within 1,000 feet 
of a public trial, approval of this application hinges on the significant gap analysis.   

In deciding whether a significant gap exists, this board must undertake a two-part inquiry.  
First, the applicant must demonstrate that there is a gap in its coverage.  See American 
Tower Corp. v. City of San Diego, 763 F.3d 1035 (9th Cir. 2014).  There is no bright-line 
rule applicable to this determination.  But the board is not required to take the word of the 
applicant on the point.  And the law does not guarantee a provider coverage free of small 
dead spots.  The gap, once identified, must be “truly significant.” 

A number of factors have been considered in assessing whether a coverage gap is truly 
significant, including the following: whether the gap affected significant commuter or 
highway traffic; the nature and character of the area proposed for the site; the number of 
potential users in the area who may be affected by the gap; whether the proposed facility 
is needed to improve weak signal or fill a complete void in coverage; whether the gap 
covers well-traveled roads on which customers lack roaming capabilities; whether the 
gap affects a commercial district; whether the gap is demonstrated by an expertly 
performed “drive test” in which phones are driven through an area to assess the strength 
of signal and the quality of communication; whether the gap poses a public safety risk.  
This list of factors, while not exhaustive, is taken from a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 
case called Sprint PCS Assets, LLC v. City of Palos Verdes Estates, 583 F.3d 716 (9th 
Cir. 2009), which should help inform the board in making its own significant gap 
determination here.   

Second, if the applicant demonstrates the existence of a significant gap in its coverage, it 
must then demonstrate the infeasibility of alternative facilities or site locations.  Courts 
have referred to this prong of the analysis alternatively as a review of the intrusiveness or 
necessity of the proposed means of closing the gap.  In this jurisdiction, this does not 
require a showing that there is no other possible alternative site.  Rather, it requires a 
review of alternative sites or facilities and a comparison of them to the chosen site to 
determine if it is the least intrusive on the values sought to be served.  It is more of a 
balancing test than an “all or nothing” determination of whether any other possible site 
could also have been chosen.  See MetroPCS, Inc. v. City and County of S.F., 400 F.3d 
715 (9th Cir. 2005).  
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Determinations about significant gap must be made on a substantial evidence standard, as 
with other determinations to be made in connection with this application.  This is the 
common standard applicable in must land use decisions.  Substantial evidence has been 
defined generally as that amount of evidence, based on facts in the record, which a 
reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion. 

PUBLIC COMMENT 
Staff received a significant amount of public comment on the project, which is provided 
in the attached staff report along with minutes of the Citizen Advisory Board meetings 
(see Attachment A2, starting on page 22). A significant amount of public testimony was 
also provided at the BOA public hearing, which was followed by a lengthy deliberation 
and discussion by the Board.  Minutes of the June 4, 2014 BOA meeting are provided in 
Attachment A4 (see item 8b). 

STAFF COMMENT ON REQUIRED FINDINGS 
The June 4, 2015 Board of Adjustment staff report recommended approval with 
conditions based on the following analysis of the required findings from Washoe County 
Development Code Section 110.810 Special Use Permits and Section 110.324 
Communication Facilities, and from Policy F.2.13 of the Forest Area Plan, a part of the 
Washoe County Master Plan.  The required findings and comments by staff are provided 
below.  The Board of Adjustment determined that they could not make findings number 3 
of Section 110.810.30 and finding 1 from Policy F.2.13 of the Forest Area Plan, and did 
not agree that a truly significant gap in coverage had been proven by the applicant.   

Findings from WCC Section 110.810.30 of Article 810 Special Use Permits 
1. Consistency.  That the proposed use is consistent with the action programs, 

policies, standards and maps of the Master Plan and the Forest Area Plan. 
 Staff Comment:  The proposed facility does not conflict with the objective / 

prescriptive based action programs, policies, standards, and maps of the Master 
Plan and the Forest Area Plan.  Regarding the more subjective action programs, 
policies, and standards of the Master Plan and the Forest Area Plan, such as 
maintaining the scenic qualities of an area or conserving the Community 
Character, an argument could be made that the project is either consistent or 
inconsistent, depending on one’s point of view and interpretation of the evidence.  
The Board should make this determination based on the evidence, discussions, 
and public testimony provided at the public hearing.      

2. Improvements.  That adequate utilities, roadway improvements, sanitation, 
water supply, drainage, and other necessary facilities have been provided, 
the proposed improvements are properly related to existing and proposed 
roadways, and an adequate public facilities determination has been made in 
accordance with Division Seven. 

 Staff Comment: There is existing partial access to the site from Timberline View 
Court, and access and utility easements leading to/from the communications 
facility for underground power and telephone utility lines are part of the 
proposal.  Roadway improvement plans proposed for a new portion of access 
road to the pad site are currently inadequate and do not meet county code.  This 
situation will be mitigated by a condition of approval requiring a separate special 
use permit for grading of the road (if the application is approved).       
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3. Site Suitability.  That the site is physically suitable for the type of 
development and for the intensity of development. 

 Staff Comment:  As the adjacent utility water tank demonstrates, the site is 
physically suitable for the type of development (i.e. utility infrastructure) and for 
the intensity of development, provided that the recommended conditions of 
approval are met.  The hillside does not contain an abundance of large trees, so 
the site is not ideally suited to accommodate a faux pine tree of this intensity. Staff 
is recommending a condition of approval that additional, mature trees be planted 
around the site to offset the singular nature of the proposed 61 foot monopine. 

4. Issuance Not Detrimental.  That issuance of the permit will not be 
significantly detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare; injurious to 
the property or improvements of adjacent properties; or detrimental to the 
character of the surrounding area. 
Staff Comment:  Provided the recommended conditions of approval are met, the 
project will not be significantly detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare. 
In fact, it could be argued that approval of the facility will improve public health 
and safety since emergency 911 service coverage will be enhanced. Whether or 
not the facility is injurious to the property or improvements of adjacent 
properties, or detrimental to the character of the surrounding area, is more 
subjective and could be argued either way depending on point of view. There will 
undoubtedly be impacts to adjacent properties and surrounding character, but 
given time and implementation of the conditions of approval, these impacts may 
not rise to the level of being significantly detrimental.      

5. Effect on a Military Installation.  Issuance of the permit will not have a 
detrimental effect on the location, purpose or mission of the military 
installation. 

 Staff Comment:  There is no nearby military installation within 3,000 feet of the 
proposed site. 

Findings from WCC Section 110.324.75 of Article 324 Communication Facilities 

1. Meets Standards. That the wireless communications facility meets all the 
standards of Sections 110.324.40 through 110.324.60 as determined by the 
Director of the Planning and Development Division and/or his authorized 
representative; 
Staff Comment:  The proposed wireless communications facility meets the 
standards of WCC Sections 110.324.40 through 110.324.60.  Because the 
applicant is claiming a “significant gap” per WCC Section 110.324.55, the 
facility may be located within 1,000 feet of an existing or future public trail 
corridor and thus complies with (or is exempted from) WCC Section 110.324.50 
(e) (10).  

2. Public Input.  That public input was considered during the public hearing 
review process;  
Staff Comment:  Public notification of Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-
014 was initially mailed out on March 2, 2015. The notice advised of the 
tentatively scheduled April 2, 2015, public hearing date before the BOA and of 
the March 12, 2015, STM/WV CAB meeting where the proposal would be 
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discussed.  Because the application was postponed and rescheduled for the June 
4, 2015 BOA meeting, the application was noticed again on April 23, 2015.  
Notices were sent to 30 separate property owners who own parcels that are 
located within a 500 foot radius of the subject parcel.  Although the application 
was discussed at the March 12, 2015 SWTM/WV CAB meeting, it was heard 
again by the CAB at the May 14, 2015 meeting.  Extensive public input was 
provided at both of these meetings.   

3. Impacts. That the wireless communications facility will not unduly impact 
the adjacent neighborhoods or the vistas and ridgelines of the County. 
Staff Comment:  As mentioned previously, this is subjective and depends on point 
of view.  Surrounding property owners have expressed their opinion that the 
facility will unduly impact the adjacent neighborhood and the vistas of the area.  
The applicant is proposing a stealth design in the form of a pine tree, as 
encouraged by County Code, has met all other standards of Article 324, and 
appears to have made a good faith effort to mitigate impacts. Staff defers to the 
Board regarding this finding and has no further comment or professional 
guidance on the matter.    

Finding for Policy F.2.13, of the Forest Area Plan 

1. Impact on the Community Character. The approval of all special use permits 
and administrative permits must include a finding that the community 
character as described in the Character Statement can be adequately 
conserved through mitigation of any identified potential negative impacts.   
Staff Comment:  As noted earlier in this staff report, this is subjective and 
depends on one’s point of view.  The character statement for the Forest Area Plan 
contains many references to maintaining the scenic qualities of the area and 
limiting commercial uses.  While the tower will be disguised as a pine tree, it will 
stand out as the most prominent feature on a prominent hillside within the 
community.  The applicant, though, has few other options to mitigate the potential 
visual impact (other than locating it elsewhere, or planting additional mature 
trees around the facility as recommended by staff). Surrounding property owners 
have expressed their opinion that the facility will unduly impact the adjacent 
neighborhood and the vistas of the area. Staff defers to the Board regarding this 
finding and has no further comment or professional guidance on the matter.   

APPEAL HEARING PROCEDURES AND BOARD ACTION 
Washoe County Development Code Section 110.912.20 sets forth the appeal hearing 
procedures and possible board actions as follows:  

(5) Hearing procedures; evidence.  At the hearing, the Board of County 
Commissioners:  
(i) May consider the matter de novo or as an appeal limited to 

determining if the deciding body abused its discretion; 
(ii) Shall afford all parties an opportunity to respond and present relevant 

and non-repetitious evidence and arguments on all issues being 
decided on appeal (even if it is new evidence);  

(ii) Shall hear public comment on the matter being heard; and 
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(iv) Shall view the record on appeal and all evidence, testimony, 
documents, information and arguments introduced at the hearing.   

(6) Burden of persuasion; standards of review and final decision by Board; 
judicial review of Board’s decision.  
(i) Burden of Persuasion.  Decisions of the Board of Adjustment, 

Planning Commission or Hearing Examiner, or an administrative 
enforcement official or a hearing officer are presumed to be 
reasonable and lawful, and it is the burden of the appellant to 
persuade the Board of County Commissioners otherwise. 
[Emphasis added] 

(ii) Findings.  On appeal, the Board of County Commissioners may review 
the findings made by the deciding body and may affirm, reverse, 
modify or apply a different interpretation to any finding.  Unless 
otherwise required by a specific provision in statute or code relating to 
the type of matter being appealed, the Board of County 
Commissioners is not required to make specific findings.  

(iii) Guiding Policy.  In reviewing the decision, the Board of County 
Commissioners shall be guided by the statement of purpose underlying 
the regulation of improvement of land expressed in NRS 278.020 
[NRS 278.3195(2)(f)]. 

(iv) Possible actions; vote required.  On a majority vote of all its members, 
the Board of County Commissioners may affirm, reverse, or modify 
the decision of the deciding body.  If the decision being appealed is the 
denial of a building permit, special use permit, variance, master plan 
amendment, regulatory zoning amendment, or other entitlement, the 
Board of County Commissioners may either remand the matter back to 
the deciding body with instructions or may directly grant the building 
permit, special use permit, variance or other entitlement if properly 
agendized under the open meeting law and subject to NRS 278.220 for 
master plan amendments. 

(v) Memorandum of Decision.  A memorandum of decision shall be 
prepared by and filed with the County Clerk and mailed to the 
appellant, and when filed and mailed, the decision of the Board of 
County Commissioners is final for purposes of judicial review. 

(vi) Judicial Review of BCC Decision.  A person aggrieved by the decision 
of the Board of County Commissioners may file a petition for judicial 
review within 25 days of the filing of the Memorandum of Decision 
with the County Clerk. 

FISCAL IMPACT 
No fiscal impact. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that the Board of County Commissioners review the record of the 
public hearing conducted on June 4, 2015, by the Board of Adjustment, the appeal 
application, and any additional evidence relative to the appeal application; and confirm, 
reverse, or modify, the appealed actions based upon the evidence presented in written 
materials and oral testimony at the public hearing, and based on the Board’s 
interpretation of the required findings from Washoe County Development Code Section 
110.810 Special Use Permits and Section 110.324 Communication Facilities, and from 
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Policy F.2.13 of the Forest Area Plan, a part of the Washoe County Master Plan. Any 
action must be by a majority vote of all the Board’s members per WCC 110.912.20. 

POSSIBLE MOTIONS 
Three separate motions are being offered for the Board’s consideration as provided 
below.  In this instance, the Board does NOT have the option to remand the matter back 
to the Board of Adjustment for further consideration due to Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) regulations that require local governments to issue a final decision on 
new cellular facilities within approximately 150 days.  Due to the number of delays that 
have occurred during the review of this facility (as discussed in the Background section), 
Washoe County legal counsel and the applicant have mutually agreed that a final decision 
on the permit shall be rendered by September 22, 2015 to meet FCC and court mandated 
timelines. 
1. Possible motion to CONFIRM the Board of Adjustment’s denial of the Special 

Use Permit. 
“Move to confirm the Board of Adjustment’s decision to deny Special Use Permit 
Case No. SB14-014 (Verizon Timberline), which is requesting approval to construct a 
new wireless facility consisting of a sixty-one (61) foot monopole utilizing a stealth 
design disguised as a pine tree and associated ground equipment.  This denial is based 
on this Board’s review of the written materials and oral testimony at the public 
hearing, and this Board’s interpretation of the findings made by the Board of 
Adjustment.” 

2. Possible Motion to REVERSE the Board of Adjustment’s denial of the Special 
Use Permit. 
“Move to reverse the Board of Adjustment’s denial and approve Special Use Permit 
Case No. SB14-014 (Verizon Timberline), which is requesting approval to construct a 
new wireless facility consisting of a sixty-one (61) foot monopole utilizing a stealth 
design disguised as a pine tree and associated ground equipment, subject to the 
conditions of approval stated in Exhibit H of the Board of Adjustment staff report. 
This reversal is based on this Board’s review of the written materials and oral 
testimony at the public hearing, and this Board’s interpretation of the findings made 
by the Board of Adjustment.”   

3. Possible Motion to MODIFY the Special Use Permit. 
“Move to approve Special Use Permit Case No. SB14-014 (Verizon Timberline), 
with modifications to the conditions discussed by the Board during this agenda item 
and included as Exhibit H of the Board of Adjustment staff report, based on this 
Board’s review of the written materials and oral testimony at the public hearing and 
this Board’s interpretation of the findings required to be made for such approval.” 

Attachments:  
A. Record on Appeal, including: 
A1. Special Use Permit Application, Case No. SB14-014 (Verizon Timberline) 
A2. 06-04-15 Board of Adjustment staff report and exhibits (with recommended conditions of approval)  
A3. 06-04-15 Board of Adjustment Action Order 
A4. 06-04-15 Board of Adjustment draft minutes  
A5. 06-04-15 Board of Adjustment staff PowerPoint presentation   
A6. Appeal Application 

xc: Applicant:  Complete Wireless Consulting, dba Verizon Wireless, Attn: Jenny Blocker, 2009 V Street, 
Sacramento, CA 95818 
Property Owner:  Thomas and Kelly Courson, 1733 Kodiak Circle, Reno, NV  89511 
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 Board of Adjustment Staff Report 
 Meeting Date:  June 4, 2015 

    
Post Office Box 11130, Reno, NV  89520-0027 – 1001 E. Ninth St., Reno, NV  89512 

Telephone:  775.328.3600 – Fax:  775.328.6133 
www.washoecounty.us/comdev 

 

 
  

 

Subject: Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 

Applicants:   Verizon Wireless 

Agenda Item Number: 8B 
Project Summary: To construct a new wireless facility consisting of a sixty-one (61) 

foot monopole utilizing a stealth design disguised as a pine tree, 
and associated ground equipment. 

Recommendation: Approval with conditions 
Prepared by: Chad Giesinger, Senior Planner 
 Planning and Development Division 

Washoe County Community Services Department 
Phone:   775.328.3626 
Email:   cgiesinger@washoecounty.us 
 
 
Description 
Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 (Verizon Wireless Timberline) – Hearing, 
discussion, and possible action to approve a Special Use Permit for the construction of a new 
wireless facility consisting of a sixty-one (61) foot monopole utilizing a stealth design disguised 
as a pine tree, three (3) antenna sectors with two (2) panel antennas per sector, a 
prefabricated equipment shelter measuring 11’6” x 16’11”, a 48kw emergency standby diesel 
generator with a 210 gallon fuel tank and associated equipment enclosed within a 50' x 50' 
lease area surrounded by a 6' chain link security fence with tan colored screening slats and a 
retaining wall.  The 2,500 square foot project site is located at 150 Timberline View Court 
approximately 1,260’ northwest of the intersection of the Mount Rose Highway (SR431) and 
Timberline Drive on a ±7.34 acre parcel. 

• Applicant: Verizon Wireless 
• Consultant: Complete Wireless Consulting 
• Property Owner: Thomas B and Kelly S Courson 
• Project Address: 150 Timberline View Court, Reno, NV  89511 
• Assessor’s Parcel Number: 049-070-49 
• Total Parcel Size: ±7.34 Acres 
• Total Project Size: 50 feet x 50 feet (2,500 square feet) 
• Master Plan Category: Rural (R) 
• Regulatory Zone: General Rural (GR) 
• Area Plan: Forest 
• Citizen Advisory Board: South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley 
• Development Code: Authorized in Article 324, Communication Facilities and 
  Article 810, Special Use Permits 
• Commission District: 2 – Commissioner Lucey 
• Section/Township/Range: Portion of SW ¼ Section 34, T18N, R19E, MDM, 

Washoe County, NV 
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Special Use Permit  
The purpose of a Special Use Permit is to allow a method of review to identify any potential 
harmful impacts on adjacent properties or surrounding areas for uses that may be appropriate 
within a regulatory zone; and to provide for a procedure whereby such uses might be permitted 
by further restricting or conditioning them so as to mitigate or eliminate possible adverse 
impacts. If the Board of Adjustment grants an approval of the Special Use Permit, that approval 
is subject to Conditions of Approval.  Conditions of Approval are requirements that need to be 
completed during different stages of the proposed project.  Those stages are typically: 

• Prior to permit issuance (i.e., a grading permit, a building permit, etc.). 
• Prior to obtaining a final inspection and/or a certificate of occupancy on a structure. 
• Prior to the issuance of a business license or other permits/licenses. 
• Some Conditions of Approval are referred to as “Operational Conditions.”  These 

conditions must be continually complied with for the life of the business or project. 

If the Board of Adjustment denies the Special Use Permit, no Conditions of Approval are 
issued.  However, a written decision stating the reasons for denial must be issued pursuant to 
NRS 707.575-585 and related legal provisions.     
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 Overall Site Plan 
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Zoning and Surrounding Development Enlarged View 
Nearest residential structure is approximately 590 feet from proposed site. 
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Public Notice 
NRS 278.315 and Washoe County Development Code, Article 810, Special Use Permits, 
require a minimum 500 foot radius from the subject parcel and notice of the public hearing to a 
minimum of 30 separate property owners. The notices must be mailed at least 10 days prior to 
the public hearing date.  
 
Notification of Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 was initially mailed out on March 2, 
2015 as a supplemental courtesy notice. The notice advised of the tentatively scheduled April 
2, 2015, public hearing date before the Washoe County Board of Adjustment (BOA) and of the 
March 12, 2015, Southwest Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley Citizen Advisory Board 
(SWTM/WV CAB) meeting where the proposal would be discussed.  Because the application 
was postponed and rescheduled for the June 4, 2015 BOA meeting, the application was 
noticed again on April 23, 2015, no less than 10 days prior to the public hearing date to 30 
separate property owners who own parcels that are located within a 500 foot radius of the 
subject parcel.  Although the application was discussed at the March 12, 2015 SWTM/WV CAB 
meeting, it was heard again by the CAB at the May 14, 2015 meeting.  All notices included a 
telephone number and email address for the assigned staff planner (see Exhibit A). 
 
Project Evaluation 
The applicant, Verizon Wireless, is requesting a Special Use Permit to allow the construction of 
a wireless communications facility in the Galena-Callahan Suburban Character Management 
Area of the Forest Area Plan.  The application proposes a sixty-one (61) foot monopole utilizing 
a stealth design disguised as a pine tree with three (3) antenna sectors consisting of two (2) 
panel antennas per sector and associated ground support equipment, all enclosed within a 6' 
chain link security fence with tan colored screening slats and a retaining wall.  The 50' x 50' 
lease area (2,500 sq.ft.) is on a ±7.34 acre parcel located at 150 Timberline View Court 
approximately 1,260’ northwest of the intersection of the Mount Rose Highway (SR431) and 
Timberline Drive.   
 
Verizon Wireless advises that the surrounding area is currently served by two “overloaded” 
communication facility sites, Slide Mountain and Wolf Run. Verizon also states that the area 
surrounding the proposed project site is within a significant coverage gap (see Exhibit D).  The 
objective of the proposed facility is to both fill in this gap in coverage and also provide support 
capacity to the existing overloaded facilities. The proposed site would provide coverage to the 
north and northeast of Mt. Rose Highway as well as the Montreaux golf course area and 
surrounding residential areas to the south and southwest.  
 
The proposed wireless communication facility would be located approximately 550 feet up the 
hill from Timberline Drive and 160 feet to the north of an existing water tank facility.  The 
fenced perimeter of the site is located 36 feet from the northern property line of the adjacent 
parcel to the south owned by the Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA).  A 20 foot 
equestrian and pedestrian access easement (per Parcel Map 4688, see Exhibit B) that 
provides access through the subject site to the adjacent U.S. Forest Service lands runs 
between the proposed project site and the TMWA parcel.  The project, as proposed, will not 
block this access easement. The fenced perimeter of the project site is 155 feet from the 
eastern property line, 188 feet from the northern property line, and approximately 250 feet from 
the western property line.  The site is roughly 1/3 of a mile (1,750 feet) from the Mt. Rose 
Highway scenic corridor.   
 
The subject parcel is zoned General Rural (GR), which requires a 30 foot building setback from 
front and rear property lines and a 50 foot side yard setback.  Communication facilities are 
allowed in the GR zone subject to approval of a Special Use Permit and compliance with 
certain location and height requirements.  The proposed location of the monopole satisfies the 
required building setbacks.         
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Washoe County Code (WCC) Section 110.324.50(e)(10)(i) restricts monopole antennas from 
being located within 1,000 feet of a public trail unless it can be proven by technical studies that 
a “significant gap” in existing cellular coverage exists.  The Whites Creek public trail, as 
depicted by Parks and Open Space program documents, is approximately 715 feet from the 
proposed project site (see graphic below); however, the applicant is claiming that a significant 
gap in coverage exists (see Exhibit D).  A wireless cellular facility is permitted at any location if 
an applicant can demonstrate that a site is “necessary to close an existing significant gap or 
gaps in the availability of personal wireless service.”  WCC Section 110.324.55 defines a 
significant gap as a “white area” where no cellular service from any (single) carrier is available.   
 
It should be noted that since the time this significant gap definition was adopted into County 
Code in 2004, case law and Federal Communications Commission (FCC) guidance has 
evolved to favor the “multiple carrier” interpretation/definition of what constitutes a significant 
gap. Under the multiple carrier interpretation (versus the “single” or “any” carrier interpretation), 
a carrier must only prove that a gap exists within their individual service area and need not 
consider whether any other carrier provides service in the target area.  Hence a significant gap 
can exist for multiple carriers in a given area even if another carrier has coverage.  Verizon is 
claiming a significant gap in their individual service coverage which necessitates the proposed 
facility, and is also claiming that the facility will alleviate demand on other existing overloaded 
facilities (i.e. at Slide Mountain and Wolf Run).  At the request of staff, and to document and 
justify the significance of Verizon’s claimed coverage gap, the applicant has provided additional 
evidence and studies beyond what was originally submitted in their application (see Exhibit D). 
 
As noted, the county cannot prohibit or “effectively prohibit” a wireless service provider from 
providing service.  Courts have ruled that preventing a provider from closing a significant gap in 
its coverage amounts to an effective prohibition.  This board must therefore determine whether 
there is a significant gap in the applicant’s coverage and whether, under the law, the proposed 
facility will appropriately close that gap.  If so, the county cannot deny the application provided 
it otherwise complies with the law.  If not, then the county’s discretion to deny the permit would 
hinge on the facts in the record and the applicable land use laws.  Because one such land use 
law here would prohibit the placement of a monopole within 1,000 feet of a public trail unless 
the placement is necessary to close a significant gap, and because this facility would be within 
1,000 feet of a public trail, approval of this application hinges on the significant gap analysis.   
 
In deciding whether a significant gap exists, this board must undertake a two-part inquiry.  First, 
the applicant must demonstrate that there is a gap in its coverage.  See American Tower Corp. 
v. City of San Diego, 763 F.3d 1035 (9th Cir. 2014).  There is no bright-line rule applicable to 
this determination.  But the board is not required to take the word of the applicant on the point.  
And the law does not guarantee a provider coverage free of small dead spots.  The gap, once 
identified, must be “truly significant.” 
 
A number of factors have been considered in assessing whether a coverage gap is truly 
significant, including the following: whether the gap affected significant commuter or highway 
traffic; the nature and character of the area proposed for the site; the number of potential users 
in the area who may be affected by the gap; whether the proposed facility is needed to improve 
weak signal or fill a complete void in coverage; whether the gap covers well-traveled roads on 
which customers lack roaming capabilities; whether the gap affects a commercial district; 
whether the gap is demonstrated by an expertly performed “drive test” in which phones are 
driven through an area to assess the strength of signal and the quality of communication; 
whether the gap poses a public safety risk.  This list of factors, while not exhaustive, is taken 
from a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals case called Sprint PCS Assets, LLC v. City of Palos 
Verdes Estates, 583 F.3d 716 (9th Cir. 2009), which should help inform the board in making its 
own significant gap determination here.   
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Second, if the applicant demonstrates the existence of a significant gap in its coverage, it must 
then demonstrate the infeasibility of alternative facilities or site locations.  Courts have referred 
to this prong of the analysis alternatively as a review of the intrusiveness or necessity of the 
proposed means of closing the gap.  In this jurisdiction, this does not require a showing that 
there is no other possible alternative site.  Rather, it requires a review of alternative sites or 
facilities and a comparison of them to the chosen site to determine if it is the least intrusive on 
the values sought to be served.  It is more of a balancing test than an “all or nothing” 
determination of whether any other possible site could also have been chosen.  See 
MetroPCS, Inc. v. City and County of S.F., 400 F.3d 715 (9th Cir. 2005).  
 
Determinations about significant gap must be made on a substantial evidence standard, as 
with other determinations to be made in connection with this application.  This is the common 
standard applicable in most land use decisions.  Substantial evidence has been defined 
generally as that amount of evidence, based on facts in the record, which a reasonable mind 
might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.                
 
Notwithstanding the validity of whether or not a significant gap exists, the proximity of the 
proposed monopole should have minimal impact on the Whites Creek public trail view shed. 
The topography of the trail route, as well as existing vegetation, should obscure any view of the 
proposed facility.  In addition, this part of the trail primarily follows an existing and partially 
paved Forest Service road.  The improved trailhead for the Whites Creek trail is located further 
to the west and higher up in elevation in the creek corridor.  The proposed site is located about 
a quarter of the way up the south facing slope of the foothill separating the Whites Creek 
drainage from the Mt. Rose Highway corridor and the trail is located on the north facing side 
down in the creek drainage (see contour map on following page). 
    

   
View of the site from near the Whites Creek Trail.  The site is obscured by topography and trees. 
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Ridgelines and Slopes 
The proposed monopole does not appear to affect any significant ridgelines (see ridgeline and 
slope assessment map on following page).  While the applicant proposes to disguise the 
monopole as a pine tree, the site will nevertheless be clearly visible to surrounding residents as 
it is located on a prominent hillside and the location of the existing water tank and road cut 
draws attention to the location.  The proposed site is located in a relatively treeless area of the 
hillside, so the “monopine” will likely stand out as the only tall tree in the vicinity as taller trees 
do not exist until further up the slope or to the north in the Whites Creek drainage.  The pole 
portion of the monopine will be approximately 2 feet in diameter and will be painted flat brown.  
The faux branches will begin at a height of 20 feet up the pole and will extend 5 feet above the 
top of the pole terminating in a conical shape. The branches will extend horizontally to a 
circumference of 10 feet at the lowest branches and narrow to 6 feet at the highest branches, 
which will ensure screening of the proposed antenna panels/arrays.      
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Access, Grading, and Utilities 
Electric power and telecommunication utilities to service the proposed project are available off 
of Timber View Court.  The utility lines will be placed underground and will be extended from 
Timber View Court up to the project site through a new combined utility and access easement 
necessary to serve the site.  The site will be accessed, in part, via an existing gravel road off of 
Timberline Court that provides access to a water tank owned by the Truckee Meadows Water 
Authority (TMWA). In order to avoid traversing the TMWA owned parcel to access the 
proposed cellular site to the north of the water tank, the applicant proposes to construct a new 
20 foot wide road cut directly below the water tank running parallel to the parcel line and along 
slope contours.  The new road cut would begin where the existing road switchbacks to the 
north and would cross through an area of 30% slopes, requiring significant cuts and fills. It 
would be far more desirable, from staff’s perspective, to utilize the existing dirt road that runs 
directly to the proposed cell tower pad, albeit through the TMWA owned parcel, than build a 
new road through such a steep and boulder strewn area (see photos on following page).  Staff 
therefore requested that the applicant explore the possibility of using the existing dirt access 
road in lieu of constructing a new one, but was advised that Verizon could not negotiate use of 
the access easement with lease arrangements acceptable to both Verizon and TMWA.  
 
The potential visual and environmental impact of the grading for the proposed new road is of 
great concern to staff.  The initial application contained no grading details for this proposed 
new road.  After repeated requests by staff for detailed grading plans, and after advising the 
applicant that grading in areas of 30% slopes would normally trigger a Special Use Permit of its 
own, staff finally received a preliminary grading plan. This plan, however, was inadequate and 
did not meet county code, contained numerous errors, and was not stamped by a licensed 
engineer.  Staff again requested grading plans that met Washoe County grading codes (i.e. 
WCC 110.438).  After further delay, staff received a revised set of stamped plans and a 
geotechnical report (see Exhibit E).  After reviewing the resubmitted plans, staff identified a 
number of areas where the plans still do not meet the requirements of the grading Codes.  In 
lieu of continuing the lengthy back and forth with the applicant regarding plans that meet code 
requirements, and in the interest of time, staff decided instead to craft potential conditions of 
approval addressing road grading concerns (see attached conditions of approval, Exhibit H).  
Grading of the cell tower pad site is of less concern as the location chosen is already disturbed, 
partly graded, and proposed pad site grading appears to meet the grading Codes.     
 

 

Grading for the pad site 
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Existing dirt road on the TMWA parcel that provides direct access to the proposed pad/site.  A new 
access road is proposed to the right and below (downslope) this road. 
 

  
Location of proposed new road.  Note the presence of large boulders and steepness of slope.  The 
existing dirt road is located upslope and to the left of the area pictured.   
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Operation and Maintenance, Landscaping, and Lighting 
The wireless communications facility would be unmanned, except for regular maintenance 
visits, which average about twice a month and would occur during normal business hours.  The 
site will include one parking space suitable for a maintenance vehicle.  One down shielded 
sensor light would be placed on the outside of the equipment shelter and one small sign with 
Verizon’s name and contact information would be attached to the fence that encloses the 
facility.  The entire pad site will be screened from view by a 6 foot tall chain link security fence 
with tan colored slats.  The tower, antennas, and ground equipment will be finished in non-
reflective, neutral colors to blend into the surrounding landscape.  A backup generator will be 
installed to provide emergency power to the facility, but will only operate for short durations 
during bi-weekly maintenance checks or during emergency power outages.  Landscaping 
similar to what was installed as part of the adjacent TMWA water tank will be provided around 
the fenced site.    
 
Collocation Potential and Construction 
The applicant states that the facility has been designed in a manner that would allow for future 
collocation. Future carriers seeking collocation would be limited to a maximum centerline height 
of approximately 41 feet.  Any future carriers would also need additional space for associated 
ground equipment. The applicant estimates a construction timeline of 10-12 weeks to complete 
the project, if approved.  Building permits will need to be processed and approved prior to any 
construction activity, which could extend the proposed construction timeline.  
 
Antenna Height 
Because the project is utilizing a “stealth design” and is also claiming a significant gap in 
coverage, there are 2 options or methods for determining maximum allowable antenna height 
for the proposed monopole.  The first method is set forth in WCC Section 110.324.50 (e) and 
Table 110.324.50.1, which establishes allowable height for new monopoles based on 
regulatory zoning and distances from residentially zoned property or from a public paved right 
of way.  Using this method the pole is granted a 25% height bonus if it is located in the General 
Rural regulatory zone and utilizes a stealth design (e.g. a tree).  The second method is enabled 
by Table 110.324.55.1 Significant Gap Antenna Pole Height as shown below.  Either method of 
determining maximum allowable height would enable the proposed height of 61 feet.  The most 
permissive method would be under the “significant gap” code provisions. The proposed cell 
tower site is located approximately 300 feet from the nearest residentially zoned property line. 
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Alternative Sites Considered 
Verizon’s feasibility study included an analysis of alternate sites, as listed below, which were 
not chosen over the proposed site.  These alternative sites were not chosen for a variety of 
reasons, including a lack of collocation options in the target area (that would meet service 
objectives), topography/height considerations, and lack of interest from contacted property 
owners in executing a lease/use agreement.  Only sites that potentially met County regulations 
for a new monopole were analyzed. The following locations were investigated and not selected:       
 

a. Water tank collocation at 16125 Timberline Drive (APN 049-070-41) – rejected due to 
poor property owner responsiveness and difficulty in negotiating joint use.   
 

b. ATT collocation at 16255 Mount Rose Hwy (APN 049-070-30) – rejected due to low 
elevation.  
 

c. Terrell new build monopole at 16100 Mount Rose Hwy (APN 049-070-27) – rejected 
due to low elevation. 
 

d. Adams new build monopole at 16275 Mount Rose Hwy (APN 049-070-32) – rejected 
due to low elevation. 
 

e. Lee new build monopole at 16150 Mount Rose Hwy (APN 049-070-11) – landlord did 
not respond to numerous attempts at negotiation.   
 

f. TL Mount Rose Estates new build monopole at 15045 Goldenrod Drive (APN 150-420-
01) – property owners did not respond to numerous calls, emails, and US mail. 
 

g. Bentson new build monopole at 4875 Rose Rock Lane (APN 049-090-17) – property 
owner non-responsive.   
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Radio Frequency and Environmental Impacts 
Under federal law [47 U.S.C. 332 (c) (7) (B) (iv)], if the proposed telecommunications facility 
complies with FCC regulations, this Board cannot regulate its placement, construction, and 
modification based on the potential environmental effects of radio frequency emissions.  Under 
state law [NRS 707.575 (4)] this Board “shall not consider the environmental effects of radio 
frequency emissions” in rendering a decision of approving or denying this special use permit. 
 
A “Radio Frequency - Electromagnetic Energy (RF-EME) Compliance Report” (see Exhibit C, 
Project Application), was submitted with the application which summarizes the results of FR-
EME modeling in relation to relevant Federal Communications Commission RF-EME 
compliance standards for limiting human exposure to RF-EME fields. The report concludes that 
there are no areas in front of the Verizon antennas that exceed the FCC standards for 
occupational or general public exposure.  A certification of qualifications of the person who 
prepared this report is included at the back of the RF-EME compliance report.  
 
Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) and United States Code (USC) 
The proposed stealth  monopole is a “communications facility” under WCC Article 110.324, and 
a “facility for personal wireless service” under NRS 707.555 (NRS Chapter 707, 
Telecommunications) and the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 (TCA).  This special 
use permit is guided by NRS 707.550 through 707.585 and 47 U.S.C. § 332 (c) (7).  The state 
statute establishes standards and procedures for approving such wireless service facilities, and 
federal law provides that when considering this application, this Board: 
 

1. Shall not unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally equivalent 
services (per the American Tower Corp. case cited above in the discussion of 
“significant gap” analysis, unreasonable discrimination occurs if a provider is treated 
differently from other similarly situated providers in terms of the structure, 
placement, or cumulative impact of the facilities involved);  

2. Shall not prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of personal wireless 
services (see above analysis); and 

3. Shall not regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal 
wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio 
frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with FCC regulations 
regarding such emissions. (NRS 707.575 (4) also prohibits the consideration of 
environmental effects of radio frequency emissions if the facility complies with FCC 
regulations.) 47 U.S.C. § 332 (c) (7) (C), defines “personal wireless services” as 
commercial mobile services, unlicensed wireless services and common carrier 
wireless exchange access services; and “personal wireless service facilities” as 
facilities for the provision of personal wireless services. 

 

Consistency with the Forest Area Plan 
Policy F.2.2 requires site development plans in the Forest Planning Area to submit a 
plan for the control of noxious weeds.  The plan should be developed through 
consultation with the Washoe County Health District, the University of Nevada 
Cooperative Extension, and/or the Washoe-Storey Conservation District.  
Implementation of the control plan is on a voluntary compliance basis.   
Staff Comment:  The applicant has not submitted a plan for the control of noxious weeds and is 
likely unaware of this policy requirement.  Staff will craft a recommended condition of approval 
to address this issue.  Control of noxious weeds is particularly important at this site since it is 
adjacent to sensitive Forest Service lands and open space.   
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Policy F.2.3 states “applicants required to present their items to the Citizen Advisory 
Board (CAB) must submit a statement to staff regarding how the final proposal 
responds to the community input received from the CAB.”  
Staff Comment:  Staff will request said statement and include in the public record. 

Policy F.2.10 states “The impact of development on adjacent land uses will be mitigated. 
The appropriate form of mitigation may include, but will not be limited to, open space 
buffering or parcel matching and should be determined through a process of community 
consultation and cooperation. Applicants shall be prepared to demonstrate how the 
project conforms to this policy.”  
Staff Comment:  The applicant attended the SWTM/WV CAB twice to consult with the 
community and listen to concerns.  As mentioned above, staff will request a statement from the 
applicant demonstrating how they have responded to community input.  The applicant is also 
attempting to mitigate the impact of the facility on adjacent land uses by utilizing a “stealth” 
design and disguising the tower as a pine tree. 

Policy F.2.13 states “the approval of all special use permits and administrative permits 
must include a finding that the community character as described in the Character 
Statement can be adequately conserved through mitigation of any identified potential 
negative impacts.” 
Staff Comment:  The character statement for the Forest Area Plan contains many references to 
maintaining the scenic qualities of the area and limiting commercial uses.  While the tower will 
be disguised as a pine tree, it will stand out as the most prominent feature on a prominent 
hillside within the community.  The applicant, though, has few other options to mitigate the 
potential visual impact other than locating it elsewhere.  Staff does not feel qualified to 
determine whether or not the project adequately mitigates the potential negative impact to 
scenic resources.  The Board should consider and make such a finding in its deliberations.     
Policy F.7.2 states “the Washoe County Departments of Community Development and 
Public Works will establish and oversee compliance with design standards for grading 
that minimize the visual impact of all residential and non-residential hillside 
development, including road cuts and driveways. See Policy 2.1 regarding grading 
under Goal Two.” 
Staff Comment:  Staff will ensure that grading for the project complies with Article 438 grading 
standards.  As mentioned earlier in this report, staff is not satisfied with grading details 
submitted to date and will therefore condition any approval to obtain a subsequent Special Use 
Permit for grading on slopes in excess of 30% which will address hillside grading, cuts, and 
fills.        
Policy F.7.4 states “when necessary to mitigate the impact of road cuts, driveways and 
similar features on prominent hillsides, staff may require the installation of landscaping 
that will significantly soften the visual impact within three years of installation. 
Maintenance plans for these landscaped areas may be required.” 
Staff Comment:  Staff will address this policy as part of the Special Use Permit for grading on 
slopes in excess of 30% that will be a condition of any approval.       

Policy F.12.3 states “the granting of special use permits in the Forest planning area 
must be accompanied by a finding that no significant degradation of air quality will 
occur as a result of the permit. As necessary, conditions may be placed on special use 
permits to ensure no significant degradation of air quality will occur. The Department of 
Community Development will seek the advice and input of the Air Quality Division of the 
Department of Health in the implementation of this policy.” 
Staff Comment:  Staff will address this policy as a condition of approval and work with the Air 
Quality Division to determine compliance.  The only air quality concerns staff is aware of that 
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are relevant to the project is the bi-weekly testing of the backup power generator.  It is highly 
unlikely this activity would degrade overall air quality.          
Policy F.13.1 states “development proposals, with the exception of single family homes 
and uses accessory to single family homes, within the Forest planning area will include 
detailed soils and geo-technical studies sufficient to: 

a. Ensure structural integrity of roads and buildings. 
b. Provide adequate setbacks from potentially active faults or other hazards. 
c. Minimize erosion potential. 
d. Tentative subdivision maps must identify the locations of all active faults.” 

Staff Comment:  The applicant has submitted a geotechnical study (see Exhibit E) that will be 
used in the review of the Special Use Permit for grading.   
 
South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley Citizen Advisory Board (STM/WV CAB) 
The proposed project was presented by the applicant at the regularly scheduled STM/WV CAB 
meeting twice, first on April 9, 2015 and then again on May 14, 2015.  Staff was unable to 
attend the April 9th meeting, but did attend the May 14th meeting and had significant dialogue 
with the community.  At the conclusion of the first meeting (April 9th), the CAB voted 
unanimously to request the applicant to return with a County representative to address 
compliance issues and further discuss the project. Minutes for the April 9th meeting are 
provided below.  Minutes for the May 14th meeting were not available at the time this staff 
report was written, but many of the same concerns brought up at the April 9th meeting were 
again expressed.  There was an in depth discussion of whether or not a “significant gap” 
existed and how it is defined.  Proposed grading of the new access road was also discussed at 
length and the CAB was very frustrated that TMWA and Verizon were unable to work together 
on sharing infrastructure.  A petition expressing opposition to the facility had been circulated 
and signed by many of the surrounding property owners.  At the conclusion of the May 14th 
meeting, a motion was made to recommend approval of the cell tower subject to a special use 
permit for grading of the proposed access road.  The motion ended in a tie vote (3 to 3) and the 
CAB requested that their comments and concerns be included in the record.  
 
April 9th meeting minutes: 
 

• Pat asked if this was to replace the one that was turned down from Washoe Valley. 
Jenny said no, it’s not to replace. The projects are 5 miles apart.  Not the same exact 
coverage.  

• Jenny (the applicant’s consultant) showed a ‘coverage’ map: green means building 
coverage, yellow means intermediate, red means poor coverage.  

• The water tank has a sprint antenna.  
• Eric Scheetz asked about the tower at the fire station, and asked if they would allow 

other services to locate at this tower. Jenny said the one at the fire station is not Verizon 
and yes, this proposed facility could co-located.  

• Jenny said it was proposed originally as a monopole; it’s been re-located away from 
residences and changed the design as a pine tree to be stealth and in code and blend 
nicely with the aesthetics. It will have a realistic appearance.  

• Tom Judy asked about code compliance. Jenny said they have been working with Chad 
in the Washoe County Planning Department regarding the zoning and setbacks. Tom 
Judy asked about the area plan (Southwest/Forest plan). She said staff said it complies. 
Jenny said they will conduct an acoustic study 65 decibel maximum allowance; the back-
up generator is only 36 decibels. She said they also conducted an emissions study. 
They had less than 1% of what the FCC requires.  

• Debbie Sheltra asked about the fuel tank placement in the ground and possibility of 
explosion. Jenny, it won’t be underground. It will be a diesel generator. In case of 
emergency, it’s standard to have a generator. There is an automatic switch, and 
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dispatched to Verizon and will be mediated immediately. Debbie said this is twice as 
high as other trees in the area. Jenny said this is a foe tree and the height is necessary; 
line of sight technology to communicate with other towers and your devices. This height 
is in full compliance for County height requirements. Antennas will be at 42 feet, and 
they will request a taller tree for the taper affect of the pine tree. 

• Randy Collins said he is a Reno business owner of 42 years. He said the 2012 tower 
was constructed by NV energy as a communication tower. He brought it to the Planning 
Commission’s attention as this is a Trojan horse for other towers. Randy Collins 
submitted a letter for the record. He would like to go on record in opposition to the 
planned construction of the proposed cell tower project for the following reasons:   

1. There are no trees in proximity to disguise the tree.  
2. According to the 2000 Open Space Bond, there is a public trail within 700 feet of the 

tower tree. There are restrictions with placement of the tower near public trail.  
3. CCRs – this is out of the spec of the particular CCR. It must be installed below 

ground. It wasn’t in Verizon’s application. Not in compliance with the CCRs.  
4. The non-compliance has not been completed. The photos were not submitted in the 

proper formatted. 

• Bonnie Meyers said the antennas on the water tower belong to Sprint. Bonnie showed a 
map. She said there is a man who is building his home in the area and might not know of 
the tree cell tower. It won’t blend in with the current landscape. It will create a silhouette. 
It’s proposed to be installed next to a popular trail. The service road will be an additional 
scar that will detract from the beauty of the hillside. There is currently a tower at the 
sierra fire station.  

• Jenny said the square on the map was the original location, and the proposed tower has 
been moved up and further away from the residences. There is a landscaping provision 
that they will be in compliances with. There is a 6 foot fence and landscaping around the 
fence. The landscaping and shrubs will be a screen from Highway 431. Verizon has 
conducted their due diligence with a Title clearance to make sure they can move 
forward. They signed lease with property owner.  

• Pat asked Jenny to look into the CCRs. Jenny said she will provide Chad with that 
information.  

• Judy Savage said she lives on Timberline, and where the tower tree is proposed is a 
blank hillside. It would stand out. She said she would like to register her strong 
opposition. Esthetically, it won’t blend. There are no trees. There would be this big, 
unnatural tree. It does violate the US forest mandate to be 1000 feet away from the trail. 
It would be a fire hazard. The chain link fence will be in full view. It’s unpleasing. She 
asked, would you like this built outside your window? What will it do to the property 
values? She said she is very concerned about this. This is a very beautiful, rural area. 
Please don’t allow this to proceed. Pat asked about a landscape screen. Jenny said 
landscaping will be installed. There can be additional extensive landscaping. The trees 
can’t be higher than the antennas because that will block the service.  

• Ginger Pierce said this is the forest area. She said she used to be the CAB chair and 
she did all four of the area plans. She asked about how the branches will withstand the 
high winds? What can be done for maintenance to keep the limbs on the trees? There 
are 100 mile winds on that hill. That’s why there aren’t any trees. This could create noise 
when the wind picks up. How much money is paid to the property owner? Jenny said it’s 
proprietary.  

• Sheila Hlubcek gave the CCRs to the board. She said as a homeowner, this is a scar in 
our area. It’s not necessary and won’t blend with the low shrubs and it won’t tolerate the 
high winds. It will fall apart. There are recreational users and their view would also be 
diminished. It’s very unfortunate. She showed on the map where her home is located. 
It’s approximately 800 feet to the proposed tower. Jenny said it’s in compliance with the 
setbacks with the County code.  
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• Julie Mottes said that the esthetics doesn’t fit into the natural beauty. She said she hikes 
the trails in this area. This would look terrible. They aren’t disguised even when designed 
as a tree. Please don’t approve this.  

• Brett Cothern said he opposes this tower. Our property values would be negatively 
impacted due to our views.  

• Bill Naylor said a couple things bother him: they immediately wrote off the water tower to 
co-located saying it would be too difficult to work with TMWA. They should have tried 
harder to co-locate at the tower. They also said they couldn’t co-locate with ATT 
because it didn’t work with their requirements. Why wouldn’t that work for Verizon if it 
works for ATT? The residential parcels are close to the tower proposal. Mt rose scenic 
byway is in that location.  

• Jenny said we looked at the water tower, and there were a lot of terms to prevent co-
location; water district required the contract to be renewed every 5 years, and it wasn’t 
feasible. There was a change in ownership. We fully vetted the water tower and it wasn’t 
reasonable for us. The change in elevation is very important.  

• Tom Judy said two things that need to be addressed: CCRs & the trail proximity to tower 
might be in violation.  

• Jenny said Verizon goes through vetting and full title search of the property before 
entering into lease agreement. Title has been cleared. It hasn’t been an issue to this 
point. The set back from trails hasn’t been brought up in planning. It was brought up in 
December in planning, and hasn’t been brought up within the past 6 months. We are 
calculated not to take risks with violation.  

• Brad Stanley said there are two issues that need to be reviewed: Look at CCRs and 
make sure the trail isn’t within the tower.  

• Amy Collins said they have enjoyed the views and is opposed any towers being built on 
the hill. There is already a cell tower built at the fire station. She said she is disappointed 
that a fellow parcel owner would lease this to Verizon.  

• Kathy Bowling said its part of the Mt. Rose Scenic Corridor. Just because you have a 
cleared title doesn’t mean you are in compliance with CCRs. If there is a statute 
regarding the tower proximity to the trail, it has to be thrown out. She asked the board 
take a stand at the County Commissioners. You can’t throw our statutes out. The noise 
can be a major issue. Who will maintain the cell tower pine tree? The wind damaged the 
tower at the fire station. Maintenance wasn’t in the agreement.  

• Julie Savage asked about the proposed tower in Washoe Valley that didn’t get 
approved. She said please be careful with this proposal. Jenny said the commission 
turned it down. Tom Judy said it wasn’t in compliance with the South Valley Plan.  

• Randy Collins said the generator will be run on a bi-weekly basis. There is an issue of 
silhouetting. Jenny said the generator runs for 15 minutes every 2 weeks to make sure 
it’s working. It will run during the day, not at night.  

• This will be heard on June 4 at the Board of Adjustments.  
• Jim Rummings wants this to come back to get an update from Chad. Sarah Tone said 

comments can be submitted to Chad and he can respond.  
• Tom Judy asked if we vote on this, is it’s reasonable to ask that the CCRs, trail 

proximity, and scenic byway be addressed and request those factors be in compliance. 
As well as other compliance issues such as pictures.  
 

MOTION: Tom Judy moved to request the item come back with a County representative to 
address compliance issues: CCR, trail proximity, Mt. Rose Scenic Byways, Photos 
submitted and other compliance issues as well as issue of maintenance. Brad Stanley 
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously. 

 
 Discussion: 

• Eric Scheetz said he has ATT and wishes he had better coverage. He said this is better 
than the other proposed tower. 
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• Tom Judy said if this meets all requirements, we can’t deny it based on the fact that it 
doesn’t look good. If it meets code, it’s not reason enough to deny the project. 

• Eric Scheetz said as a special use permit process, they need to prove their case to show 
why it’s useful. There will always be something out of the rules. 

• Brad Stanley said it’s a matter of law, ordinance, and hurdles must be cleared. All the 
comments of the views and neighborhood will be submitted to the commission and other 
bodies. You have made your wishes known for your neighborhood. Its special use has 
hurdles. 

 
May 14th staff notes from the meeting: 
 

• Concern was expressed that the facility would lower property values for surrounding 
residents.   

• Were earthquake faults considered?  Is the facility safe? 
• How is a “significant gap” determined? 
• Will the applicant agree to a maintenance plan for the monopine? 
• General opposition based on aesthetic concerns and degradation of the scenic qualities 

of the area. 
• A resident suggested closing the “gaps” in coverage by placing 2 smaller towers directly 

in the “dead” zones located in Montreaux and the Callahan area. 
• Would the applicant be willing to plant additional mature trees clustered around the 

tower to make it blend in more and not stand out on the hillside? 
• It was requested that the applicant work with TMWA to share the access road and avoid 

building a new road that would be highly visible and further scar the hillside. 
• How will the equestrian and access easement that runs through the subject parcel to 

adjacent Forest Service lands and across the new access road be accommodated and 
preserved? 

• Why can’t Verizon collocate on the existing ATT pine tree at the fire station?  Coverage 
would still be improved. 

• What hours will the generator run and how loud will it be? 
• Will Verizon provide the number of dropped calls and complaints is has received about 

poor coverage in the area? 
• Several citizens did not feel the gaps in coverage were truly significant and that county 

code should be enforced as written (regarding the definition of a significant gap and any 
carrier language) and not as interpreted by legal counsel or the courts.   

• Brad Stanley (board member) asked that besides the access road grading issues, was 
the project otherwise in compliance with code? 

• The board asked what would be the staff recommendation on the application. 
• Is approval of the grading a separate review process? 
• Will the county get an independent analysis of the significant gap issue? 
• Are CC&R’s applicable and is the county involved in enforcing them? 
• Why does the residential zoning of the site allow commercial uses such as this? 
• Is the proposed antenna height allowed or justified? 
• What other alternate locations were considered? 
• Is the project subject the Mount Rose Scenic Corridor standards? 
• It was opined that the CAB should focus on aesthetic considerations and also ensuring 

that the access road is constructed with the minimal amount of visual impact as possible.      
 

Public Comment 
Washoe County Planning and Development staff received several written public comments in 
opposition to this application, which are provided below. As mentioned earlier in this report, a 
citizen petition in opposition to the project has been circulated and signed by the majority of 
adjacent property owners, but staff has been unable to obtain a copy of the petition as of the 
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writing of this report. Staff did not receive any correspondence in support of the application; 
however, at the May 14th CAB meeting two CAB members did express support for the project 
based on improved cell coverage and enhanced emergency 911 services for the area.  

Public comment from Michele Norman: 

Mr. Giesinger, I just received notification of the above application and have several 
concerns that I am hoping someone can address.  My husband and I own the adjacent 
property 155 Timberline View Court and we want to make sure our view of Mt. Rose/Slide 
Mountain will not be impeded by this very tall and big structure.  Also, are there studies 
proving that this wireless facility poses no health hazards to those living in such close 
proximity?  While we want to be good and accommodating neighbors we need to be 
prudent about our investment and future.  We live in Atlanta, Ga and cannot make the 
meeting. We appreciate anything you can do to relay our concerns. Thank you so much. 
Michele Norman. 

Public comment from Randy Collins (April 9, 2015): 

I would like to go on record in opposition to the planned construction of the proposed cell 
tower project, for the following concerns: 

1) The general aesthetics are out of character with the natural rural surroundings and 
national forest lands that surround the project, and therefore would stand out. There 
are no other trees in the proximity of the proposed structure of a cell phone tower 
disguised as a tree. 

2)  Proximity from an established trail system that was developed by Washoe County, 
(under the 2000 voter approved bond for open space), as well as the Carson Ranger 
Forest District.  Under article 324, “Communication facilities” of the Washoe County 
development code, Section 324.50(e)(10)(i) restricts the placement of monopole 
antennas within 1,000 feet of a public trail.  The proposed Verizon cell tower sits 
approximately 750 feet from the trail.  Furthermore, the tower will be visible from the 
lower section of the Whites creek trailhead. 

3) The tower is out of compliance with use of utilities stated in the Declaration of 
Covenants and Restrictions (CC&Rs):  Washoe County, NV document ID # 1551399 
page 4 (15), Timberline Estates II (filed in the County of Washoe, State of Nevada) 
dated March 5th 1992 states, “‘ all utility service lines within the subdivision including 
but not limited to power, telephone, water and television shall be installed 
underground. Television antennas, satellite dishes and antennas for shortwave or 
H.A.M. radio installations will not be installed on any lot or parcel without the express 
written permission of TBC (Timberline Building Committee). 

4) The proposed tower is not in compliance with the restrictions for commercial use 
stated in the Timberline Estates II CC&R’s :  Washoe, NV document Doc ID 1551399 
page 2 (4)  Timberline Estates, phase 2 (county of Washoe, State of Nevada)  dated 
March 5th 1992 states, “No hospital, sanitarium, rest home, hotel , public boarding or 
lodging house store, butcher shop, grocer profit or nonprofit day care or child care 
center, or other business or commercial enterprise shall be maintained, carried on or 
conducted upon said property, or any portion thereof, nor shall any noise or offensive 
activity be carried on, on said property, or become an annoyance or nuisance to the 
neighborhood.” 

5) Non-compliance in the application: Lack of complete photo submissions required by 
the application.  Section 110.324.60 requires applicant of cell towers to submit 8 
photos of the East, West, South and Northern views of any project.  The applicant for 
the cell phone tower application has only submitted 6 photos facing the southwest 
portion of the mountain.  Had all photos required direction been presented they 
would show that the structure would create a silhouette during the dusk and sunset 
hours of the day.  Furthermore, the application states the lack of any past, or present 
CC&R”s. A question required on the application for the cell tower on page 4 line item 
# 12 and defined above in lines 3 and 4. 
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6) In conclusion, if the cell tower is constructed it will detract from the natural beauty of 
the surrounding area for all users as well as the home owners Regardless of how the 
cell tower is disguised it will not blend in with the existing and native sage, 
bitterbrush, mountain mahogany present on the mountain now.  If constructed it will 
create an obvious silhouette of a cell tower and the 250 square feet of fencing will be 
visible to many of the local home owners as well as the recreational users.  The 
constructed a service road to maintain the cell tower will result in an additional scar 
on the hillside of approximately 450 feet south to north, that will further detract from 
the beauty of the hillside that is visible from Timberline Drive. 

Lastly, it should be noted that there is a current cell tower at the Sierra Fire Station which 
is approximately 3800 feet from the proposed Verizon tower.  I have also tested my own 
cell reception in addition to my neighbors and we have experienced no cell phone 
reception problems in the area. 

Public Comment received May 14, 2015: 

Questions concerning the proposed road construction, grading plan, and statement by 
Verizon of a significant coverage gap in the area and surrounding areas.  

1) The proposed service road to the Verizon Cell tower situated on the lot of 150 
Timberline Court will require a 12 foot wide road tread as well as grading, or back-
slope and down slope, resulting in a total combined 55 to 32 foot back slope and 
down slope cut in the hillside for a distance of approximately 376 linear feet. 

2) The grading plans summited by Dyer Engineering sheets c-1 and c-2, does not 
address the existing 20 foot Equestrian & Pedestrian Access Easement # PM4688, 
which will be crossed by the planned cell tower access road.  The grading and/or the 
potential building of a retaining wall for the road will result in an interruption of the 
existing easement for equestrian & pedestrian access.  Additionally, the planned 
starting and running of the power generator two times a month, which stands less 
than 10 feet from the equestrian trail, could startle horses or riders. 

3) Does the planned access road and grading meet the code requirements of a hill side 
with side slopes of 58 to 63 percent?  

4) What will be done with the dirt spoils that will be removed during the road and 
additional construction? 

5) With regard to the, “significant gap in coverage” as an exception to the 1000 foot 
distance from a trail (section 110.324.50(e), has Verizon proven with certified 
independent testing that a “significant gap” in coverage exists?  

6) What is the justification that only this location, and no other alternative location, is 
available to cover this “significant gap?”  What is a “significant gap” in coverage, and 
what is the methodology used to determine this gap? 
 

Reviewing Agencies 
The following agencies received a copy of the project application for review and evaluation. 

• Washoe County Planning and Development Division 

• Washoe County Engineering and Capital Projects Division, Land Development 

• Truckee Meadows Water Authority 

• Washoe County Health District  

o Environmental Health Division to include Vector-Borne Diseases 

o Air Quality Division 

• Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District 

• Washoe County Regional Parks and Open Space 
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• Regional Transportation Commission 
The following agencies/departments provided comments and/or recommended conditions of 
approval in response to their evaluation of the project application.  A summary of each 
agency’s comments and/or recommended conditions of approval and their contact information 
is provided below.   

• Planning and Development, Washoe County Planning and Development Division is 
recommending approval of this application subject to several conditions.  Staff is 
requesting, in addition to standard development conditions, that as a condition of 
receiving approval for the cell tower use, the applicant submit a separate Special Use 
Permit for grading of the new access road as required by WCC Section 
110.438.35(a)(3) – grading of slopes in excess of 30%.  Staff is also requesting that the 
applicant submit a maintenance plan for the faux pine tree, submit a plan for noxious 
weed control, demonstrate how the existing equestrian and pedestrian access 
easement will be perpetuated, plant additional mature trees around the project site to 
offset the singular nature of the 61 foot high monopine, and submit a report to the CAB 
stating how they have responded to community concerns and input.   
Contact:  Chad Giesinger, Senior Planner, 775.328.3626, 

cgiesinger@washoecounty.us  
 

• Land Development, Washoe County Engineering and Capitol Project Division is 
recommending that the applicant:  

o Submit a complete set of construction improvement drawings, including an on-site 
grading plan, when applying for a building/grading permit. Grading shall comply with 
best management practices (BMP’s) and shall include detailed plans for grading, site 
drainage, erosion control (including BMP locations and installation details), slope 
stabilization, and mosquito abatement. Placement or removal of any excavated 
materials shall be indicated on the grading plan. All grading shall comply with WCC 
Article 438, Grading Standards.  Silts shall be controlled on-site. 

o The applicant shall provide permanent easements for the lease area, access and 
utilities.  A copy of the recorded easements shall be submitted to the Engineering 
Division prior to issuance of a building permit. 

o All existing and proposed easements shall be shown on the site and/or grading plan.  
The County Engineer shall determine compliance with this condition. 

Contact:  Leo Vesely, 775.325.8032, lvesely@washoecounty.us 
 

• Regional Parks and Open Space, Washoe County Planning and Development Division 
is requesting that the applicant provide additional information that substantiates their 
claims of a significant gap in coverage (which subsequently allows locating the tower 
within 1,000 feet of a public trail), and also provide additional detail related to why co-
location at APN 049-070-30 is not feasible (i.e. the tower is full and the only mounting 
spots are too low). Because the proposed access road cuts through a 20’ wide private 
equestrian & pedestrian access easement per Parcel Map 4688A, Parks is also 
requesting additional detail related to the road intersection and this access easement. 
Please note that the future road alignment shall not impede current and future 
pedestrian and equestrian traffic. Future construction methods must take into 
consideration the impacts of this crossing. 

Contact:  Dennis Troy, 775.325.8094, dtroy@washoecounty.us  
 

• Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District will approve permits for the facility with the 
following conditions: 

mailto:lvesely@washoecounty.us
mailto:dtroy@washoecounty.us
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o Defensible space and construction elements shall be required, dependent upon the 
fire hazard assessment rating, as designated by the International Wildland 
Urban Interface Code and the fire hazard map per NAC 472, shall be required. 

o This structure shall meet the provisions of the WCC Chapter 60.  Verification that lot 
has water for fire suppression or is within 5 road miles of a fire station shall be 
provided. 

Contact:  Amy Ray, 775.326.6005, aray@washoecounty.us  
  

Staff Comment on Required Findings 
Following are required findings from WCC Article 810 Special Use Permits and Article 324 
Communication Facilities, and from Policy F.2.13 of the Forest Area Plan, a part of the Washoe 
County Master Plan.  All of these findings must be made to the satisfaction of the Board before 
granting approval of the request.   Staff has completed an analysis of the special use permit 
application, has provided comment under each of the following findings, and has determined 
that the proposal is in compliance with all of the following findings, provided the recommended 
conditions of approval are met.   
 
Findings from WCC Section 110.810.30 of Article 810 Special Use Permits 

1. Consistency.  That the proposed use is consistent with the action 
programs, policies, standards and maps of the Master Plan and the Forest 
Area Plan. 

 Staff Comment:  The proposed facility does not conflict with the objective / 
prescriptive based action programs, policies, standards, and maps of the Master 
Plan and the Forest Area Plan.  Regarding the more subjective action programs, 
policies, and standards of the Master Plan and the Forest Area Plan, such as 
maintaining the scenic qualities of an area or conserving the Community 
Character, an argument could be made that the project is either consistent or 
inconsistent, depending on one’s point of view and interpretation of the 
evidence.  The Board should make this determination based on the evidence, 
discussions, and public testimony provided at the public hearing.      

2. Improvements.  That adequate utilities, roadway improvements, sanitation, 
water supply, drainage, and other necessary facilities have been provided, 
the proposed improvements are properly related to existing and proposed 
roadways, and an adequate public facilities determination has been made 
in accordance with Division Seven. 

 Staff Comment: There is existing partial access to the site from Timberline View 
Court, and access and utility easements leading to/from the communications 
facility for underground power and telephone utility lines are part of the proposal.  
Roadway improvement plans proposed for a new portion of access road to the 
pad site are currently inadequate and do not meet county code.  This situation 
will be mitigated by a condition of approval requiring a separate special use 
permit for grading of the road (if the application is approved).       

3. Site Suitability.  That the site is physically suitable for the type of 
development and for the intensity of development. 

 Staff Comment:  As the adjacent utility water tank demonstrates, the site is 
physically suitable for the type of development (i.e. utility infrastructure) and for 
the intensity of development, provided that the recommended conditions of 
approval are met.  The hillside does not contain an abundance of large trees, so 
the site is not ideally suited to accommodate a faux pine tree of this intensity. 
Staff is recommending a condition of approval that additional, mature trees be 
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planted around the site to offset the singular nature of the proposed 61 foot 
monopine. 

4. Issuance Not Detrimental.  That issuance of the permit will not be 
significantly detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare; injurious to 
the property or improvements of adjacent properties; or detrimental to the 
character of the surrounding area. 
Staff Comment:  Provided the recommended conditions of approval are met, the 
project will not be significantly detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare. 
In fact, it could be argued that approval of the facility will improve public health 
and safety since emergency 911 service coverage will be enhanced. Whether or 
not the facility is injurious to the property or improvements of adjacent 
properties, or detrimental to the character of the surrounding area, is more 
subjective and could be argued either way depending on point of view. There 
will undoubtedly be impacts to adjacent properties and surrounding character, 
but given time and implementation of the conditions of approval, these impacts 
may not rise to the level of being significantly detrimental.      

5. Effect on a Military Installation.  Issuance of the permit will not have a 
detrimental effect on the location, purpose or mission of the military 
installation. 

 Staff Comment:  There is no nearby military installation within 3,000 feet of the 
proposed site. 

 
Findings from WCC Section 110.324.75 of Article 324 Communication Facilities 

1. Meets Standards. That the wireless communications facility meets all the 
standards of Sections 110.324.40 through 110.324.60 as determined by the 
Director of the Planning and Development Division and/or his authorized 
representative; 
Staff Comment:  The proposed wireless communications facility meets the 
standards of WCC Sections 110.324.40 through 110.324.60.  Because the 
applicant is claiming a “significant gap” per WCC Section 110.324.55, the facility 
may be located within 1,000 feet of an existing or future public trail corridor and 
thus complies with (or is exempted from) WCC Section 110.324.50 (e) (10).  

2. Public Input.  That public input was considered during the public hearing 
review process;  
Staff Comment:  Public notification of Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-
014 was initially mailed out on March 2, 2015. The notice advised of the 
tentatively scheduled April 2, 2015, public hearing date before the BOA and of 
the March 12, 2015, STM/WV CAB meeting where the proposal would be 
discussed.  Because the application was postponed and rescheduled for the 
June 4, 2015 BOA meeting, the application was noticed again on April 23, 2015.  
Notices were sent to 30 separate property owners who own parcels that are 
located within a 500 foot radius of the subject parcel.  Although the application 
was discussed at the March 12, 2015 SWTM/WV CAB meeting, it was heard 
again by the CAB at the May 14, 2015 meeting.  Extensive public input was 
provided at both of these meetings.   

3. Impacts. That the wireless communications facility will not unduly impact 
the adjacent neighborhoods or the vistas and ridgelines of the County. 
Staff Comment:  As mentioned previously, this is subjective and depends on 
point of view.  Surrounding property owners have expressed their opinion that 
the facility will unduly impact the adjacent neighborhood and the vistas of the 
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area.  The applicant is proposing a stealth design in the form of a pine tree, as 
encouraged by County Code, has met all other standards of Article 324, and 
appears to have made a good faith effort to mitigate impacts. Staff defers to the 
Board regarding this finding and has no further comment or professional 
guidance on the matter.    
 

Finding for Policy F.2.13, of the Forest Area Plan 

1. Impact on the Community Character. The approval of all special use 
permits and administrative permits must include a finding that the 
community character as described in the Character Statement can be 
adequately conserved through mitigation of any identified potential 
negative impacts.   
Staff Comment:  As noted earlier in this staff report, this is subjective and 
depends on one’s point of view.  The character statement for the Forest Area 
Plan contains many references to maintaining the scenic qualities of the area 
and limiting commercial uses.  While the tower will be disguised as a pine tree, it 
will stand out as the most prominent feature on a prominent hillside within the 
community.  The applicant, though, has few other options to mitigate the 
potential visual impact (other than locating it elsewhere, or planting additional 
mature trees around the facility as recommended by staff). Surrounding property 
owners have expressed their opinion that the facility will unduly impact the 
adjacent neighborhood and the vistas of the area. Staff defers to the Board 
regarding this finding and has no further comment or professional guidance on 
the matter.   
 

Recommendation 
After a thorough analysis and review, Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 for Verizon 
Wireless (Timberline) is being recommended for approval with conditions. Staff offers the 
following motion for the Board’s consideration.  
 
Motion 
I move that, after considering the information contained within the staff report and the 
information received during the public hearing, the Washoe County Board of Adjustment 
approve, with the conditions included at Exhibit H to the staff report for this item, Special Use 
Permit Case Number SB14-014 for Verizon Wireless, being able to make the findings required 
by Washoe County Code Section 110.810.30,  Section 110.324.75 and the finding required by 
Policy F.2.13 of the Forest Area Plan, a part of the Washoe County Master Plan, for approval 
of Special Use Permits:  
 
Findings from Section 110.810.30: 

1. Consistency.  That the proposed use is consistent with the action programs, 
policies, standards and maps of the Master Plan and the Forest Area Plan; 

2. Improvements.  That adequate utilities, roadway improvements, sanitation, water 
supply, drainage, and other necessary facilities have been provided, the 
proposed improvements are properly related to existing and proposed roadways, 
and an adequate public facilities determination has been made in accordance 
with Division Seven; 

3. Site Suitability.  That the site is physically suitable for a wireless 
communications facility and for the intensity of such a development; 

4. Issuance Not Detrimental.  That issuance of the permit will not be significantly 
detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare; injurious to the property or 
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improvements of adjacent properties; or detrimental to the character of the 
surrounding area;  

5. Effect on a Military Installation.  That issuance of the permit will not have a 
detrimental effect on the location, purpose or mission of the military installation; 
 

Findings from Section 110.324.75: 

1. Meets Standards. That the wireless communications facility meets all the 
standards of Sections 110.324.40 through 110.324.60 as determined by the 
Director of the Planning and Development Division and/or his authorized 
representative; 

2. Public Input.  That public input was considered during the public hearing review 
process; and 

3. Impacts. That the proposal will not unduly impact the adjacent neighborhoods or 
the vistas and ridgelines of the County. 

 
Findings from Policy F.2.13, of the Forest Area Plan: 

1. Impact on the Community Character. That impact on the Community Character 
can be adequately conserved through mitigation of any identified potential 
negative impacts. 
 

Appeal Process 
Board of Adjustment action will be effective 10 calendar days after the written decision is filed 
with the Secretary to the Board of Adjustment, unless the action is appealed to the Washoe 
County Board of County Commissioners, in which case the outcome of the appeal shall be 
determined by the Washoe County Board of County Commissioners.  Any appeal must be filed 
in writing with the Planning and Development Division within 10 calendar days after the written 
decision is filed with the Secretary to the Board of Adjustment.   
 
 
xc: Applicant: Complete Wireless Consulting  
  dba Verizon Wireless 
  Attn:  Jenny Blocker 
  2009 V Street 
  Sacramento, CA 95818 
  
 Property Owner: Thomas and Kelly Courson 
  1733 Kodiak Circl 
  Reno, NV  89511 
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Timberline In-depth Analysis 
May 2015 – Verizon Wireless 

RF Engineer: Katy Qian 
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There are two main drivers that prompt the creation of a cell site project, coverage 
and/or capacity.  Most sites provide a mixture of both, but increasingly some sites are 
pure capacity. 
 
Coverage is the need for expanded service often requested by our customers or 
emergency services personnel.  While this initially meant providing coverage in vehicles, 
as usage patterns have shifted this now means improving coverage inside of buildings 
and in residential areas. 
 
Capacity is the need for more bandwidth of service.  In the simplest form this means a 
cell site can handle a limited number of voice calls, data mega bites, or total number of 
active users.  When any one of these limits are met the user experience within the 
coverage area of that cell quickly starts to degrade during the busier hours of use. 
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Coverage is best shown in coverage maps.   
 
Cell phone signal need line of sight. We use tools that 
take into account terrain, vegetation, building types, and 
cell site specifics to show predictions of the existing 
coverage and what we expect to see with a given cell 
site.  The prediction models make some assumptions 
such as that the antennas are above the nearby ground 
clutter (Buildings and vegetation).   
 
Once the antennas fall below the ground clutter the 
models become inaccurate and cannot tell that specific 
trees or buildings are blocking the RF signal.  Due to this, 
modeling of tower height requirements is frequently not 
accurate and misleading. 
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Capacity is best shown in graphs of usage growth 
and projected exhaustion.   
 
We utilize sophisticated programs to model current usage 
growth and project it into the future to determine when 
additional capacity will be required.  The algorithms that 
predict capacity growth output numbers that are not easily 
explained.  Since it takes 2-3 years on average to complete 
a cell site project, we are looking about 3 years into the 
future to meet future customer demand.   
 
While data capacity may not seem urgent, beginning in 
2014 voice traffic will begin to migrate from the older 3G 
voice technology to 4G VoLTE (Voice over IP).  This will add 
additional load to the 4G network.  Since voice is delay 
sensitive, exhaustion of the data network can cause 
degradation of voice calls including 911 calls.   
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“Why do you need a site here???” 
 
A good capacity cell will be close to the user population and have the traffic evenly 
spread around the site.  When we cannot get a location that accomplishes being close to 
the customers and central to the usage, we end up having to build additional cells to 
meet the demands for service.  Capacity sites are generally lower in height than a 
coverage site with a full cell needing to be above the ground clutter and a small cell being 
one that is at or below the ground clutter. 
 
Where our customers use their wireless devices continues to evolve.  While we once 
needed to cover highways and business districts, we are seeing increasing issues with 
high growth in residential areas.   Current statistics show that about 1 of 3 American 
households no longer have a landline phone.  To serve this need we have to increase the 
cells we have in or very near residential areas.   
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“What technologies would this site provide?” 
 
Verizon provides two networks - Voice (850 MHz CDMA) & Data (700 MHz and AWS LTE).  
 
These are two separate networks that seem like one network to the customer. The 
customer devices will show signal from either of those networks (depending on the type 
of device they have).  
 
The objective of this site is to improve the Data network.  
 
700 MHz covers this area well, but is trending to be at capacity in 2015. An overloaded 
data network will result in lost connections and low throughput speeds. AWS is being 
added to this area to add capacity to the Data network.  
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Timberline Primary Objectives – Significant Gaps 
 
HWY 431, or Mount Rose East Highway, is a popular route from north Tahoe to south Reno, 
especially during the ski/summer seasons. It is a very terrain limited area, due to the numerous 
mountaintops, the windy roads, and the trees that clutter our RF signal.  
 
Timberline would cover majority of the south face of the highway going towards Tahoe. 
 
South Reno & the surrounding community is a large sprawl of residential and commercial properties 
that currently has weak to no cell phone coverage service. The nearest VZW cell sites are Wolf Run 
5.25 miles NE, Steamboat 5.65 miles E, and Slide Mountain 5.45 SW miles away from the proposed 
Timberline site. Verizon receives frequent customer complaints in this area regarding coverage, such 
as dropped calls & low signal.  
 
Timberline would add both coverage & capacity to greatly enhance customer experience in this area. 
 
Alternative candidate ATT Colo, although has a similar tower height, has too low of an elevation to  
cover the significant gaps as effectively, especially in the South Reno area. 
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HWY 431 & 
South Reno 
community 
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Detailed Coverage Map – Legend 
 
The following are RSRP coverage map - 
[Reference Signal Receive Power] 
 
Green is from -70 to -80.  
Represents in-building coverage.  
 
Yellow is from -80 to -90.  
Represents in-vehicle coverage.  
 
Red is from -90 to -100.  
Represents outdoor coverage.  

Before Maps – 
Shows the propagated coverage 
EXCLUDING the site in question. 
 
After Maps –  
Shows the propagated coverage 
INCLUDING the site in question. 
 
Only Maps – 
Shows ONLY the propagated coverage of 
the site in question. 
 
Note: 
The surrounding sites are either existing 
designs today, or future near-term 
changes. 
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MPE No. 02340-01 
 

 

 
2915 INNSBRUCK DRIVE, SUITE A, REDDING, CALIFORNIA 96003 

840 EMBARCADERO DRIVE, SUITE 20, WEST SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95605 
 

Mr. Bob Schroeder 
Complete Wireless Consulting 
2009 V Street 
Sacramento, California  95818 
 
 
Subject: Geotechnical Investigation 

Proposed Telecommunications Facility 
Igo, Location #: 281996 
North of South Fork Road 
Shasta County, California 

 
 
Dear Mr. Schroeder: 
 
Mid Pacific Engineering is pleased to present the attached geotechnical investigation report 
for a proposed telecommunications facility to be located north of South Fork Road in the Igo 
area of Shasta County, California.  Results of our study indicate the site is not within a 
current Earthquake Fault Zone or other area known to possess a significant geologic risk to 
site development.  Further, we anticipate conventional grading practices may be used for 
most site earthwork activities (if any) and that a mat foundation may be used for support of 
the proposed steel monopole towers; foundation support for the planned prefabricated 
equipment shelter may be provided using shallow spread footings and/or a mat foundation. 
 
Though we anticipate the site may be developed generally using conventional grading and 
foundation construction techniques, it should be noted conditions were identified by our 
field exploration program that may require special design and/or construction provisions for 
some project components.  A brief summary of these conditions, as well as possible design 
and/or construction provisions to address these potential concerns, are outlined below. 
 

 Highly-weathered volcanic rock was initially encountered during our field exploration 
program at an approximate depth of 1½ feet below existing site grade.  In our 
opinion, the presence of shallow rock will hinder some site excavations, necessitating 
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the use of a mat foundation to support the planned tower (i.e., a drilled pier 
foundation system would not be applicable for this site). 

 

 The presence of shallow rock may also impact trench (and other shallow) 
excavations into these materials.  In our opinion a large, track-mounted excavator, 
possibly equipped with a single ripper tooth, hydraulic percussion hammer, rock 
wheel, or other similar equipment specifically intended for rock removal may be 
required to advance excavations within some areas of the site or which extend to 
deeper depths. 

 

 In addition to excavation difficulties, perched water may develop above on-site rock 
subsequent to wet weather.  The presence of perched groundwater could hinder 
trenching operations and may necessitate the use of a sump or other type of 
dewatering system for some trench and/or other earthwork excavations. 

 
Specific comments regarding the conditions outlined above, as well as recommendations 
regarding the geotechnical aspects of project design and construction, are presented in the 
following report. 
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We appreciate the opportunity of providing our services for this project.  If you have 
questions regarding this report or if we may be of further assistance, please contact the 
undersigned. 

 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Mid Pacific Engineering, Inc. 
 

 
 
Todd Kamisky, P.E. 02/27/2015 
Principal Engineer 
 
 

 
Woody Joe Pollard, C.E.G. 02/18/2015 
Project Geologist 
 
cc: Client 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
GENERAL 
 
This report presents the results of our geotechnical investigation for a proposed 
telecommunications facility to be located north of South Fork Road in the Igo area of Shasta 
County, California.  The purpose of our investigation was to explore and evaluate the 
subsurface conditions at the site in order to develop recommendations related to the 
geotechnical aspects of project design and construction. 
 
The project site is located within the southeast portion of the United States Geological 
Survey (USGS) 7.5 minute Igo quadrangle at coordinates1 N 40ᵒ 30’ 19” (40.5053), W 122ᵒ 32’ 
40” (122.5445).  The approximate site location relative to existing topographic features and 
roads is shown on Figure 1. 
 
 
PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION 
 
We understand the proposed project will involve construction of a telecommunications 
facility which will include the installation a 106-foot-high, steel tower (configured to 
resemble an elevated water storage tank) as well as a prefabricated equipment shelter 
supported-on-grade.  Appurtenant construction may include underground utilities and 
possibly a partially-improved site access roadway. 
 
Plans indicating final site grades were not available at the time this report was prepared; 
however, as existing site topography is relatively level, we anticipate minimal earthwork cuts 

                                                 
1 Datum reference: North American Datum of 1983. 
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and fills (i.e., less than approximately one to two feet in vertical extent) will be required for 
this project.  Excavations for below-grade utilities are not anticipated to exceed 
approximately five feet below existing and final site grades. 

A Test Pit Location Map indicating the proposed project area is presented on Figure 2. 

SCOPE OF SERVICES 

The scope of our services was outlined in our proposal dated February 10, 2015, and included 
the following: 

► Review readily available (and relevant) literature pertaining to site geology, faulting,
and seismicity.

► Exploration of the subsurface conditions at the site through the excavation of one
exploratory test pit.

► Preparation of this report which includes:

 A description of the proposed project;

 A summary of our field exploration program;

 A description of site surface and subsurface conditions encountered during our
field investigation;

 Our comments regarding potential geologic hazards which could affect the site or
proposed project;

 California Building Code (CBC, 2013 edition) seismic parameters; and

 Recommendations related to the geotechnical aspects of site preparation and
engineered fill, temporary excavations and trench backfill, foundation design and
construction, concrete slabs supported-on-grade, and a partially-improved site
access roadway.
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FIELD INVESTIGATION 
 
Subsurface conditions at the site were explored on February 19, 2015, by excavating one test 
pit to an approximate depth of ten feet below existing site grade.  The test pit was 
excavated using a Bobcat 435 ZHS, track-mounted excavator equipped with a 24-inch-wide 
bucket.  The approximate location of the test pit excavated for this investigation is shown 
on Figure 2. 
 
Our geologist maintained a log of the test pit, visually classified the soils and rock 
encountered according to the Unified Soil Classification System (see Figure 3) or Rock 
Classification Legend (see Figure 4), respectively, and obtained representative samples of 
the subsurface materials.  After the test pit was completed, it was loosely backfilled with the 
excavated material.  A log of the exploratory test pit excavated for this investigation is 
presented on Figure 5. 
 
 

SITE CONDITIONS 
 
GEOLOGY AND SEISMICITY 
 
Geologic Setting 
 
The project site is located near the boundary between the northern portion of the Great 
Valley and Coast Range geomorphic provinces of California.  The Great Valley province is 
comprised of a large elongated northwest-trending asymmetric structural trough that has 
been filled with a tremendously thick sequence of sediments ranging in age from Jurassic to 
Recent.  The Great Valley is bounded on the east by the Sierra Nevada Mountains, on the 
north by the Klamath Mountains and the Cascade Ranges, and on the west by the Coast 
Ranges.  Sediments that form the thick valley section were largely derived from erosion of 
these surrounding mountain ranges. 
 
The geologic structure of the Coast Range province is complex, having been molded by 
numerous mountain building events characterized by extensive folding, faulting, and 
fracturing of variable intensity.  Regionally, these folds and faults trend northwesterly and 
are responsible for the development of a pronounced northwest trending ridge-valley 
system. 
 
Based on our review of the USGS map titled: "Digital Geologic Map of the Redding 10X20 
Degree Quadrangle, Shasta, Tehama, Humboldt, and Trinity Counties, California," compiled by 
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L.A. Fraticelli, J.P. Albers, W.P. Irwin, M.C. Blake, Jr., and C.M. Wentworth," (published 2012), 
the project site lies within an area of Devonian-age volcanic rock. 
 
Faulting and Seismicity 
 
The project site is located within a region of California characterized by minor active faulting.  
The closest, active2 fault mapped by the California Geological Survey (CGS) 3 is the Battle 
Creek  fault, located approximately 20.2 miles east-southeast of the site. 
 
 
SURFACE 
 
The project site consists of a rectangular-shaped area located north of South Fork Road in 
the Igo area of Shasta County, California.  The site is bounded to all sides by undeveloped, 
cattle grazing land.  At the time of our field investigation, the site area was dirt, rock, low 
grasses, and weeds.  Existing topography within the immediate site area was relatively level. 
 
 
SUBSURFACE 
 
Earth materials encountered in the test pit excavated for this investigation consisted 
predominantly of soft silt to an approximate depth of 18 inches below existing site grade.  
Below these near-surface soils, highly to moderately weathered, friable to moderately 
strong volcanic rock was encountered to the maximum depth explored (approximately ten 
feet below existing site grade). 
 
No free groundwater was encountered during our field investigation.  However, 
groundwater conditions can vary depending on the season, precipitation, runoff conditions, 
irrigation and/or groundwater pumping practices (both on and off site), the level of nearby 
bodies of water, and possibly other factors.  Further, during the winter or spring season, or 
shortly after significant precipitation, perched groundwater (or groundwater seepage) may 
be present above on-site rock.  Therefore, groundwater conditions presented in this report 
may not be representative of those which may be encountered during or subsequent to 
construction. 

                                                 
2 Within this report, a fault is considered active if there is evidence of Holocene (i.e., within the past 
10,000 to 12,000 years) surface displacement along one or more of its segments or branches. 

3 Reference: California Geological Survey map titled "2010 Fault Activity Map of California and 
Adjacent Areas," compiled by Charles W. Jennings and William A. Bryant, published 2010. 
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A more detailed description of the subsurface conditions encountered during our field 
investigation is provided on the attached log. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
GENERAL 
 
Results of our study indicate the site is not within a current Earthquake Fault Zone or other 
area known to possess a significant geologic risk to site development.  Further, we 
anticipate conventional grading practices may be used for most site earthwork activities (if 
any) and that a mat foundation may be used for support of the proposed steel monopole 
towers; foundation support for the planned prefabricated equipment shelter may be 
provided using shallow spread footings and/or a mat foundation. 
 
Though we anticipate the site may be developed generally using conventional grading and 
foundation construction techniques, it should be noted conditions were identified by our 
field exploration program that may require special design and/or construction provisions for 
some project components.  A brief summary of these conditions, as well as possible design 
and/or construction provisions to address these potential concerns, are outlined below. 
 

 Highly-weathered volcanic rock was initially encountered during our field exploration 
program at an approximate depth of 1½ feet below existing site grade.  In our 
opinion, the presence of shallow rock will hinder some site excavations, necessitating 
the use of a mat foundation to support the planned tower (i.e., a drilled pier 
foundation system would not be applicable for this site). 

 

 The presence of shallow rock may also impact trench (and other shallow) 
excavations into these materials.  In our opinion a large, track-mounted excavator, 
possibly equipped with a single ripper tooth, hydraulic percussion hammer, rock 
wheel, or other similar equipment specifically intended for rock removal may be 
required to advance excavations within some areas of the site or which extend to 
deeper depths. 

 

 In addition to excavation difficulties, perched water may develop above on-site rock 
subsequent to wet weather.  The presence of perched groundwater could hinder 
trenching operations and may necessitate the use of a sump or other type of 
dewatering system for some trench and/or other earthwork excavations. 
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Specific comments regarding the conditions outlined above, as well as recommendations 
regarding the geotechnical aspects of project design and construction, are presented in the 
following sections of this report. 
 
 
GEOLOGIC HAZARDS 
 
Ground Rupture 
 
No active faults are known to cross the site area, nor is the site within a current Alquist-
Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone.  Therefore, it is our professional opinion that the potential for 
ground rupture (or other similar effect) at the site in the event of a seismic event is unlikely. 
 
CBC Seismic Design Parameters 
 
In the event the California Building Code (CBC, 2013 edition) is used for seismic design, it is 
our opinion encountered subsurface conditions (and those suspected below the maximum 
depth explored) would warrant a Type C (i.e., Very Dense Soil and Soft Rock) Site 
Classification.  Further, using software provided by the United States Geological Survey (i.e. 
USGS computer program United States Seismic Design Maps (v3.1.0 - 7-11-13)), site-specific 
spectral response acceleration parameters were obtained for the maximum considered 
earthquake and are summarized in the table below. 
 

Spectral Response Acceleration Parameters Value 

Mapped spectral acceleration for short periods SS 0.714g 
Mapped spectral acceleration at 1-second period S1 0.335g 
Site coefficient for short periods Fa 1.114 
Site coefficient at 1-second period Fv 1.465 
Adjusted earthquake spectral response acceleration 
for short periods 

SMS 0.796g 

Adjusted earthquake spectral response acceleration 
at 1-second period 

SM1 0.491g 

Design earthquake spectral response acceleration 
for short periods 

SDS 0.531g 

Design earthquake spectral response acceleration  
at 1-second period 

SD1 0.327g 
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Liquefaction 
 
Liquefaction is a phenomenon whereby loose, saturated, granular soil deposits lose a 
significant portion of their shear strength due to excess pore water pressure buildup 
resulting from cyclic loading, such as that caused by an earthquake.  Among other effects, 
liquefaction can result in densification of such deposits after an earthquake as excess pore 
pressures are dissipated (and hence settlements of overlying deposits). T he primary factors 
deciding liquefaction potential of a soil deposit are: (1) the level and duration of seismic 
ground motions; (2) the type and consistency of the soils; and (3) the depth to groundwater. 
 
Subsurface earth materials encountered during our field investigation generally consisted of 
soft silt underlain (at a relatively shallow depth) by highly to moderately weathered, friable 
to moderately strong volcanic rock.  No free groundwater was encountered during our field 
investigation. 
 
Given the presence of shallow rock encountered during our field investigation, it is our 
professional opinion that the potential for liquefaction at the site during or subsequent to a 
seismic event is unlikely. 
 
Ground Subsidence 
 
Ground subsidence within the site area would typically be due to densification of subsurface 
soils during or subsequent to a seismic event.  Generally, loose, granular soils would be most 
susceptible to densification, resulting in ground subsidence. 
 
Given the presence of shallow rock encountered during our field investigation, it is our 
professional opinion that the potential for significant ground subsidence at the site during 
or subsequent to a seismic event is unlikely. 
 
Landslides 
 
The project site is located within an area of relatively level topography.  Since earthwork 
grading for the project will likely only result in sloped or braced excavations, it is our 
professional opinion that landsliding is unlikely at the site and that earthwork grading (if 
implemented using accepted construction practices) should not result in a potential for 
slope instability within or in the immediate vicinity of the site. 
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SHALLOW ROCK 
 
Highly to moderately weathered, friable to moderately strong volcanic rock was 
encountered in the test pit excavated for this investigation at an approximate depth of 18 
inches below existing site grade.  Based on this experience, as well as our general 
knowledge of the site area, we anticipate trench (and other shallow) excavations into these 
materials may be difficult with a conventional backhoe.  Therefore, a large, track-mounted 
excavator, possibly equipped with a single ripper tooth, hydraulic percussion hammer, rock 
wheel, or other similar equipment specifically intended for rock removal may be required to 
advance excavations within some areas of the site or which extend to deeper depths. 
 
In addition to excavation difficulties, perched water may develop above on-site rock 
subsequent to wet weather.  The presence of perched groundwater could hinder trenching 
operations and may necessitate the use of a sump or other type of dewatering system for 
some trench and/or other earthwork excavations (see section below titled: “TEMPORARY 
DEWATERING”). 
 
 
SITE PREPARATION 
 
Stripping 
 
Within the area of proposed construction, any existing vegetation, organic soil, or debris 
should be stripped and disposed of off-site or outside the construction limits.  In the event 
organic soils or tree roots are encountered (or suspected) at or beneath the stripped 
surface, deep stripping or grubbing will be required to remove these (or other similar) 
deleterious materials. 
 
Exploratory Test Pit Backfill 
 
Backfill used to fill the exploratory test pit excavated for this investigation was loosely-
placed and, therefore, may be compressible or susceptible to future subsidence.  If planned 
improvements will be located over this area, we recommend all backfill associated with this 
test pit be excavated and replaced with engineered fill.  The approximate location of the test 
pit excavated for this investigation is shown on Figure 2. 
 
Scarification and Compaction 
 
If engineered fill is required for this project, we recommend the ground surface upon which 
this fill will be placed be scarified to a depth of eight inches, uniformly moisture-conditioned 
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to between 0 and 5 percent above the optimum moisture content, and compacted to at 
least 90 percent of the maximum dry density as determined by ASTM (American Society for 
Testing and Materials) Test Method D 15574.  In the event the exposed subgrade consists of 
undisturbed on-site rock, scarification and compaction may be omitted if approved by the 
project Geotechnical Engineer. 
 
Overexcavation of Loose or Disturbed Material 
 
Within areas grubbed or otherwise disturbed below an approximate depth of 12 inches, in-
place scarification and compaction may not be adequate to densify all disturbed soil.  
Therefore, overexcavation of the disturbed soil, scarification and compaction of the 
exposed subgrade, and replacement with engineered fill may be required in these areas. 
 
Existing Utilities 
 
If abandoned (or to be abandoned), below-grade utility lines, septic tanks, cesspools, wells, 
and/or foundations are encountered or are known to exist within the area of construction, 
they should be removed and disposed of off-site.  Existing, below-grade utility pipelines (if 
any) which extend beyond the limits of the proposed construction and will be abandoned in-
place should be plugged with cement grout to prevent migration of soil and/or water.  All 
excavations resulting from removal activities should be cleaned of all loose or disturbed 
material (including previously-placed backfill) prior to placing any fill or backfill. 
 
 
TEMPORARY DEWATERING 
 
Though no free groundwater was encountered during our field investigation, we anticipate 
even shallow excavations may encounter groundwater perched over on-site rock during or 
subsequent to wet weather.  If perched groundwater is encountered during construction, 
dewatering may be required to facilitate construction.  In our opinion dewatering of narrow 
trench excavations which penetrate less than a few feet below the groundwater surface and 
do not encounter loose and/or cohesionless soil or highly-fractured rock may be possible 
using a sump system.  Dewatering of more extensive excavations, or excavations which 
encounter loose and/or cohesionless soil or highly-fractured rock, will likely require well 
points, deep wells, and/or deep sumps.  To help maintain the stability of these types of 

                                                 
4 This test procedure should be used wherever relative compaction, maximum dry density, or 
optimum moisture content is referenced within this report. 
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excavations, groundwater levels should be drawn-down a minimum of two feet below the 
lowest portion of the excavation prior to excavating. 
Since temporary dewatering will impact and be dependent on construction methods and 
scheduling, we recommend the contractor be solely responsible for the design, installation, 
maintenance, and performance of all temporary dewatering systems.  Further, perched 
water conditions can be highly dependent on the season, precipitation, runoff conditions, 
and possibly other factors.  Therefore, groundwater conditions presented in this report may 
not be representative of those which may be encountered at the time of construction.  We 
recommend the contractor verify groundwater conditions and evaluate dewatering 
requirements prior to bidding and/or construction. 
 
 
TEMPORARY EXCAVATIONS 
 
General 
 
All excavations must comply with applicable local, state, and federal safety regulations 
including the current OSHA Excavation and Trench Safety Standards.  Construction site 
safety generally is the responsibility of the contractor, who should be solely responsible for 
the means, methods, and sequencing of construction operations.  
 
Construction Considerations 
 
Construction equipment, building materials, excavated soil, vehicular traffic, and other 
similar loads should not be allowed near the top of any unshored or unbraced excavation.  
Where the stability of adjoining buildings, walls, pavements, or other similar improvements 
is endangered by excavation operations, support systems such as shoring, bracing, or 
underpinning may be required to provide structural stability and to protect personnel 
working within the excavation.  Since excavation operations are dependent on construction 
methods and scheduling, the contractor should be solely responsible for the design, 
installation, maintenance, and performance of all shoring, bracing, underpinning, and other 
similar systems.  Under no circumstances should comments provided herein be inferred to 
mean that Mid Pacific Engineering is assuming any responsibility for temporary excavations, 
or for the design, installation, maintenance, and performance of any shoring, bracing, 
underpinning, or other similar systems. 
 
During wet weather, earthen berms or other methods should be used to prevent runoff 
water from entering all excavations.  All runoff water within or adjacent to any excavations 
should be collected and disposed of outside the construction limits. 
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Excavation Conditions 

Shallow rock was encountered in the test pit excavated for this investigation at an 
approximate depth of 18 inches below existing site grade.  Based on this experience, as well 
as our general knowledge of the site area, we anticipate trench (and other shallow) 
excavations into these materials may be difficult with a conventional backhoe.  Therefore, a 
large, track-mounted excavator, possibly equipped with a single ripper tooth, hydraulic 
percussion hammer, rock wheel, or other similar equipment specifically intended for rock 
removal may be required to advance excavations within some areas of the site or which 
extend to deeper depths. 

In addition to excavation difficulties, perched water may develop above on-site rock 
subsequent to wet weather.  The presence of perched groundwater could hinder trenching 
operations and may necessitate the use of a sump or other type of dewatering system for 
some trench and/or other earthwork excavations (see section above titled: “TEMPORARY 
DEWATERING”). 

TRENCH BACKFILL 

Materials 

Pipe zone backfill (i.e., material beneath and in the immediate vicinity of the pipe) should 
consist of on-site or imported soil and/or soil-aggregate mixtures generally less than one 
inch in maximum dimension and free of organic or other deleterious debris; trench zone 
backfill (i.e., material placed between the pipe zone backfill and finished subgrade) may 
consist of on-site soil or processed rock5, generally less than three inches in maximum 
dimension and free of organic or other deleterious debris. 

If imported material is used for pipe or trench zone backfill, we recommend it not consist of 
gravel due to the potential for soil migration into, and water seepage along, trenches 
backfilled with this type of material. 

Recommendations provided above for pipe zone backfill are minimum requirements only.  
More stringent material specifications may be required to fulfill local codes and/or bedding 

5 On-site rock may require special handling and or processing to reduce the size of the excavated 
material. 
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requirements for specific types of pipe.  We recommend the project Civil Engineer develop 
these material specifications based on planned pipe types, bedding conditions, and other 
factors beyond the scope of this study. 
 
Placement and Compaction 
 
Trench backfill should be uniformly moisture-conditioned to between 0 and 5 percent above 
the optimum moisture content, placed in horizontal lifts less than eight inches in loose 
thickness, and compacted to at least 90 percent relative compaction.  Within pavement 
areas, trench backfill should be compacted to at least 95 percent relative compaction within 
12 inches of finished subgrade6.  Mechanical compaction is strongly recommended; ponding 
or jetting should not be allowed unless specifically reviewed and approved by the project 
Geotechnical Engineer prior to construction. 
 
Important Note: All pipe zone backfill should be placed on undisturbed earth materials.  In 
the event earth materials located directly beneath the planned pipe zone backfill are 
disturbed during construction, these materials should either be compacted in-place (if the 
depth of disturbance is less than approximately 12 inches deep), or removed (if the depth of 
disturbance is greater than approximately 12 inches) and replaced in accordance with 
recommendations provided above for trench backfill. 
 
 
ENGINEERED FILL 
 
Materials 
 
As site topography within the area of planned improvements is relatively level, we anticipate 
little-to-no earthwork grading will be performed for this project. However, some fill may be 
required to backfill around foundations or for other purposes.  If required, we recommend 
this material consist of on-site or imported7 soil, processed on-site rock, and/or soil-
aggregate mixtures generally less than three inches in maximum dimension, nearly-free of 
organic or other deleterious debris, and essentially non-plastic.  Typically, well-graded 
mixtures of gravel, sand, non-plastic silt, and small quantities of clay and/or rock fragments 
would be acceptable for use as engineered fill. 

                                                 
6 Within this report, finished subgrade refers to the top surface of undisturbed on-site rock, on-site 
soil compacted during site preparation, compacted trench backfill, and/or engineered fill. 

7 All imported soil and/or soil-aggregate mixtures used for engineered fill should be sampled, tested 
and approved by the project Geotechnical Engineer prior to being transported to the site. 
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Placement and Compaction 
 
Soil, processed on-site rock, and/or soil-aggregate mixtures used for engineered fill should 
be uniformly moisture-conditioned to between 0 and 5 percent above the optimum 
moisture content, placed in horizontal lifts less than eight inches in loose thickness, and 
compacted to at least 90 percent relative compaction.  In pavement areas, engineered fill 
placed within 12 inches of finished subgrade should be compacted to at least 95 percent 
relative compaction. 
 
 
TOWER FOUNDATION - MAT 
 
General 
 
Due to the presence of on-site rock, we anticipate it would be difficult to construct a 
conventional drilled, cast-in-place concrete pier foundation to support the planned tower. 
Hence, provided below are geotechnical parameters for the design and construction of a 
mat foundation.  In general, we recommend this proposed mat be constructed of reinforced 
concrete, a minimum of five feet wide, embedded at least three (but no more than 
approximately five) feet below the lowest adjacent final subgrade8, and founded on 
undisturbed on-site rock. 
 
Allowable Bearing Pressure 
 
An allowable bearing pressure of 3,000 pounds per square foot (psf) may be used for the 
design of a mat foundation with the above minimum dimensions.  The allowable bearing 
pressure provided is a net value; therefore, the weight of the foundation (which extends 
below finished subgrade) may be neglected when computing dead loads.  The allowable 
bearing pressure provided herein applies to dead plus live loads, includes a calculated factor 
of safety of at least three, and may be increased by 1/3 for short-term loading due to wind or 
seismic forces.  For a mat foundation subject to overturning, the maximum edge pressure 
should not exceed the allowable bearing pressure. 
 

                                                 
8 Within this report, final subgrade refers to the top surface of undisturbed on-site soil or rock, on-
site soil compacted during site preparation, and/or engineered fill. 
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Estimated Settlement 
 
Based on anticipated foundation dimensions and loads, we estimate maximum settlement 
of the proposed mat foundation to be on the order of ½ inch.  Settlement of this foundation 
is expected to occur rapidly, and should be essentially complete shortly after initial 
application of the loads. 
 
Overturning Resistance 
 
Overturning tower forces may be resisted by the weight of the proposed concrete mat 
foundation (and any soil and/or processed on-site rock placed over this foundation) and 
edge bearing of the foundation on undisturbed on-site rock.  If soil (and/or processed on-site 
rock) is to be placed over the proposed mat, the unit weight of this material may be taken as 
100 pounds per cubic foot. 
 
Lateral Resistance 
 
Resistance to lateral loads (including those due to wind or seismic forces) may be provided 
by frictional resistance between the bottom of the proposed concrete mat foundation and 
the underlying rock, and by passive earth pressure against the sides of the foundation.  A 
coefficient of friction of 0.3 may be used between cast-in-place concrete foundations and 
the underlying rock; passive pressure available in undisturbed on-site soil, rock, and/or 
engineered fill may be taken as equivalent to the pressure exerted by a fluid weighing 280 
pounds per cubic foot (pcf).  To account for the possible future loss of subgrade support 
due to surface disturbance, we recommend earth materials located within the uppermost 
one foot of the embedded portion of the proposed tower mat foundation be neglected 
when evaluating passive resistance. 
 
Friction and passive pressure parameters provided above are ultimate values.  Therefore, a 
suitable factor of safety should be applied to these values for design purposes.  The 
appropriate factor of safety will depend on the design condition and should be determined 
by the project Structural Engineer.  Depending on the application, typical factors of safety 
could range from 1.0 to 1.5.  Frictional and passive resistance may be used in combination, 
provided a suitable factor of safety is applied to these values during design. 
 
Construction Considerations 
 
Prior to placing steel or concrete, the excavation for the proposed tower mat foundation 
should be cleaned of all debris, loose or disturbed rock, and any water. 
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EQUIPMENT SHELTER FOUNDATIONS 
 
General 
 
Foundation support for the planned equipment shelter may be provided using either spread 
footings or a mat foundation (mat foundations should typically consist of a slab with 
thickened edges).  In general, these proposed foundations should be constructed of 
reinforced concrete and founded on undisturbed native soil, on-site rock, and/or engineered 
fill.  In addition, we recommend all spread footings be a minimum of 18 inches wide and 
embedded a minimum of 18 inches below the lowest adjacent final subgrade; the thickened 
edge of all mat slab foundations should also be embedded a minimum of 18 inches below 
the lowest adjacent final subgrade. 
 
Allowable Bearing Pressure 
 
An allowable bearing pressure of 1,500 pounds per square foot (psf) may be used for the 
design of proposed spread and/or mat foundations which possess the above minimum 
dimensions.  The allowable bearing pressure provided is a net value; therefore, the weight of 
the foundation (which extends below finished subgrade) may be neglected when 
computing dead loads.  The allowable bearing pressure provided herein applies to dead plus 
live loads, includes a calculated factor of safety of at least three, and may be increased by 1/3 
for short-term loading due to wind or seismic forces.  For mat foundations subject to 
overturning forces, the maximum edge pressure should not exceed the allowable bearing 
pressure. 
 
Lateral Resistance 
 
Resistance to lateral loads (including those due to wind or seismic forces) may be provided 
by frictional resistance between the bottom of proposed concrete foundations and the 
underlying soil or rock, and by passive earth pressure against the sides of the foundations.  A 
coefficient of friction of 0.3 may be used between cast-in-place concrete foundations and 
the underlying soil or rock; passive pressure available in undisturbed native soil, on-site rock, 
and/or engineered fill may be taken as equivalent to the pressure exerted by a fluid weighing 
280 pounds per cubic foot (pcf).  To account for possible future loss of subgrade support 
due to surface disturbance, we recommend earth materials located within the uppermost 
six inches of the embedded portion of all shallow foundations be neglected when evaluating 
passive pressures. 
 
Lateral resistance parameters provided above are ultimate values.  Therefore, a suitable 
factor of safety should be applied to these values for design purposes.  The appropriate 
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factor of safety will depend on the design condition and should be determined by the 
project Structural Engineer.  Depending on the application, typical factors of safety could 
range from 1.0 to 1.5. 

Construction Considerations 

Prior to placing steel or concrete, foundation excavations should be cleaned of all debris, 
loose or disturbed soil or rock, and any water. 

CONCRETE SLABS SUPPORTED-ON-GRADE 

Subgrade Preparation 

Subgrade soils supporting concrete floor slabs should be scarified to a depth of eight inches, 
uniformly moisture-conditioned to between 0 and 5 percent above the optimum moisture 
content, and compacted to at least 90 percent relative compaction.  Scarification and 
compaction may be omitted if slabs are to be placed directly on undisturbed on-site rock 
and/or engineered fill and if approved by the project Geotechnical Engineer. 

Surrounding Grades 

It has been our experience that ground surface grades surrounding structures can affect the 
post-construction presence and quantity of water beneath such structures, as well as vapor 
emissions from interior concrete floor slabs.  In order to reduce the possibility for these 
potentially adverse conditions, we recommend areas adjacent to all structures be graded, or 
floor slabs raised, so that the bottoms of all interior concrete floor slabs are elevated at least 
four inches above adjacent, finished pad grades. 

Rock Capillary Break 

Interior concrete floor slabs supported-on-grade should be underlain by a capillary break 
consisting of free-draining durable rock at least four inches thick, graded such that 100 
percent passes the one-inch sieve and less than five percent passes the No. 4 sieve9.  This 
rock should be compacted to the extent possible using light vibratory equipment prior to 

9 In general, Caltrans Class 2 aggregate base (or other similar material) will not meet the gradation 
requirements provided above for a capillary break. Therefore, we recommend this material not be 
used for a capillary break beneath interior concrete slabs supported-on-grade. 
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placing any vapor membranes or slab concrete.  Further, precautions should be taken during 
construction to reduce contamination of the rock with soil or other materials.  
Contamination of the rock with soil or other materials may significantly reduce the 
effectiveness of the capillary break, possibly resulting in excessive (and adverse) free water 
transmission to the bottom of the overlying slab. 

Vapor Emission Considerations 

Though generally not a geotechnical consideration, it has been our experience that a plastic 
or vinyl membrane is often placed directly over the rock capillary break to reduce water 
migration from the subgrade soils up to the overlying concrete floor slab.  If used, we 
suggest this membrane be installed in a manner to reduce punctures and penetrations.  
Where penetrations are unavoidable, or adjacent to footings or other similar obstructions, 
the vapor membrane should be placed tightly against these features.  Further, it has been 
our experience that sand, one to two inches thick, is often placed on top of the membrane 
prior to placing slab concrete to promote more uniform curing of the slab.  If used, we 
strongly suggest that concrete not be placed if sand overlying the vapor membrane has 
become wet (due to precipitation or excessive moistening), or if standing water is present 
above the membrane.  It has been our experience that excessive water beneath interior 
floor slabs can result in significant, post-construction vapor transmission through the slab, 
adversely affecting floor coverings, and possibly resulting in potentially hazardous molds. 

In addition to a capillary break and vapor membrane, it has also been our experience that 
concrete quality is critical to the ability of concrete floor slabs to resist vapor transmission.  
As a minimum, we suggest that concrete used for floor slab construction possess a 
maximum water/cement ratio of 0.5.  Since water is often added to uncured concrete to 
increase workability, it is important that strict quality control be exercised during the 
installation of all slab concrete to insure water/cement ratios are not altered prior or during 
placement. 

It must be recognized comments provided above are suggestions only.  These comments 
are intended to assist the project Architect, Structural Engineer, or other design 
professional, and should not be inferred to mean that Mid Pacific Engineering is assuming 
the design responsibility for interior concrete floor slabs or appurtenant vapor reduction 
provisions.  In all cases, it is solely the responsibility of the project Architect, Structural 
Engineer, or other design professional to determine the design based on project specific 
requirements (which were beyond our knowledge or involvement with the project).  In the 
event the project Architect, Structural Engineer, or other design professional is unfamiliar 
with concrete slab-on-grade issues, or if the project will include floor coverings sensitive to 
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slab vapor emissions, a professional specializing in vapor transmission should be consulted 
to provide project specific recommendations and design provisions. 

SITE ACCESS ROADWAY 

General 

We anticipate the proposed facility may be accessed using a new, partially-improved 
roadway.  Further, we anticipate a conventional surfacing material (such as asphalt 
concrete) would not be considered applicable due to cost and possibly other considerations 
beyond the scope of this study.  Therefore, provided below are our comments regarding 
surfacing these areas with gravel. 

Note: Comments and recommendations provided below are intended to assist the project 
Civil Engineer in the design of a partially-improved roadway to service the site subsequent to 
construction.  In general, we anticipate such use will involve infrequent automobile traffic.  
Recommendations provided below are not intended for the design of roadways to be 
utilized by cranes and other similar equipment during construction.  If such use is 
anticipated, we recommend the project Civil Engineer prepare a design based on anticipated 
loads and other relevant conditions (which were not available at the time this report was 
prepared and completely beyond the scope of this study). 

Surface Drainage 

Areas to be surfaced with gravel, as well as adjoining areas, should be adequately graded to 
provide positive drainage such that surface water is not allowed to accumulate on or near 
areas intended to carry vehicular traffic. 

Subgrade Preparation 

Subgrade areas to be surfaced with gravel should be scarified to a depth of eight inches 
below finished subgrade, uniformly moisture conditioned to between one and three percent 
above the optimum moisture content, and compacted to at least 95 percent relative 
compaction.  In the event the exposed subgrade consists of undisturbed on-site rock, 
scarification and compaction may be omitted if approved by the project Geotechnical 
Engineer. 
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Gravel Surfacing - Materials and Placement 

To provide increased subgrade support, dust control, and a wearing surface, we anticipate 
gravel (such as Caltrans Class 2 aggregate baserock or other similar material) may be spread 
and compacted over the area of the possible (or planned) site access roadway.  Should 
Caltrans Class 2 aggregate baserock (or other similar material) be used, we recommend it be 
at least six inches thick.  Baserock used as surfacing material should be compacted to at 
least 95 percent relative compaction. 

Depending on the frequency of use and vehicle loading, it may be desirable to underlay 
gravel surfacing material (such as Caltrans Class 2 aggregate baserock) with a geotextile 
stabilization fabric.  The primary purpose of this fabric would be to reduce migration of 
subgrade soil into the baserock and redistribute concentrated loads, thereby extending the 
service life of this type of surfacing material.  If a geotextile fabric is used, we recommend it 
consist of Mirafi 500X or other equivalent fabric approved by the project Geotechnical 
Engineer. 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

We recommend Mid Pacific Engineering review final earthwork grading (if any) and/or 
foundation plans and specifications to evaluate that recommendations contained herein 
have been properly interpreted and implemented during design.  Further, all site earthwork 
activities, including site preparation, placement of engineered fill and trench backfill, 
construction of roadway subgrades, and all foundation excavations should be monitored by 
a representative from Mid Pacific Engineering. 

Monitoring services are an essential component of our design services.  Monitoring allows 
us to observe the soil conditions encountered during construction, evaluate the applicability 
of the recommendations presented in this report to the soil conditions encountered, and 
recommend appropriate changes in design or construction procedures if conditions differ 
from those described herein. 

LIMITATIONS 

This report has been prepared in substantial accordance with the generally accepted 
geotechnical engineering practice as it existed in the site area at the time our services were 
rendered.  No warranty is either expressed or implied. 
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Conclusions and recommendations contained in this report were based on the conditions 
encountered during our field investigation and are applicable only to those project features 
described above (see section titled "PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION").  It is possible subsurface 
conditions could vary beyond the point explored. If conditions are encountered during 
construction which differ from those described in this report, or if the scope or nature of the 
proposed construction changes, we should be notified immediately in order to review and, if 
deemed necessary, conduct additional studies and/or provide supplemental 
recommendations. 

Recommendations provided in this report are based on the assumption that an adequate 
program of tests and observations will be conducted by Mid Pacific Engineering during the 
construction phase in order to evaluate compliance with our recommendations. 

The scope of services provided by Mid Pacific Engineering for this project did not include the 
investigation and/or evaluation of toxic substances, or soil or groundwater contamination of 
any type.  If such conditions are encountered during site development, additional studies 
may be required.  Further, services provided by Mid Pacific Engineering for this project did 
not include the investigation and/or evaluation of soil corrosivity.  Depending on planned 
pipe types, bedding conditions, and other factors beyond the scope of this study, it may be 
appropriate to evaluate soil corrosivity prior to development. 

This report may be used only by our client, and only for the purposes stated herein, within a 
reasonable time from its issuance.  Land use, site conditions, and other factors may change 
over time which may require additional studies.  In the event a significant period of time 
elapses between the date of this report and construction, Mid Pacific Engineering shall be 
notified of such occurrence in order to review current conditions.  Depending on that 
review, additional studies and/or an updated or revised report may be required prior to 
completion of final design. 

Any party other than our client who wishes to use all or any portion of this report shall notify 
Mid Pacific Engineering of such intended use.  Based on the intended use as well as other 
site-related factors, Mid Pacific Engineering may require that additional studies be 
conducted and that an updated or revised report be issued.  Failure to comply with any of 
the requirements outlined above by the client or any other party shall release Mid Pacific 
Engineering from any liability arising from the unauthorized use of this report. 
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Organic clays of medium to high plasticity, organic silty clays, organic silts

HIGHLY ORGANIC SOILS Pt Peat and other highly organic soils

ROCK RX Rocks, weathered to fresh
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SILTS & CLAYS                  

LL< 50

ML
Inorganic silts and very fine sands, rock flour, silty or clayey fine sands or clayey silts 

with slight plasticity

CL

SILTS & CLAYS                  

LL ≥ 50

MH Inorganic silts, micaceous or diatomaceous fine sandy or silty soils, elastic silts

CH Inorganic clays of high plasticity, fat clays

OH

Silty sands, sand - silt mixtures

SC Clayey sands, sand clay mixtures

GC Clayey gravels, gravel - sand - silt mixtures

Organic silts and organic silty clays of low plasticity

Inorganic clays of low to medium plasticity, gravely clays, sandy clays, silty clays, 

lean clays

OL
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GRAVELS                      
(More than 50% of    coarse 

fraction > no. 4 sieve size)

GW Well graded gravels or gravel - sand mixtures, little or no fines

SANDS                               
(50% or more of         coarse  

fraction < no. 4 sieve size)

SW Well graded sands or gravelly sands, little or no fines

SP Poorly graded sands or gravelly sands, little or no fines

GP Poorly graded gravels or gravel - sand mixtures, little or no fines

GM Silty gravels, gravel - sand - silt mixtures

SM

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
PROPOSED COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY 

Igo, Location #: 281996 

Igo, California 



 

 

 

ROCK LEGEND 

PROPOSED TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITY 

Igo, Location #: 281996 
Igo, California 

 

FIGURE 4 

Date: 03/15 

MPE No. 02340-01 

NORTH 

Scale: As Shown 

 

FRACTURING 
 

ROCK QUALITY DESIGNATION (ROD) 

LOG TERM DEFINITION 
 

ROD (%) ROCK QUALITY 

Very Wide > 6 feet 
 

90 to 100 Excellent 

Wide 2 to 6 feet 
 

75 to 90 Good 

Moderately 8 to 24 inches 
 

50 to 75 Fair 

Closely 2 1/2 to 8 inches 
 

25 to 50 Poor  

Very Closely 3/4 to 2 1/2 inches 
 

0 to 25 Very Poor 

     WEATHERING 

LOG TERM DESCRIPTION/DEFINITION 

Fresh 
No visible sign of decomposition or discoloration. Rings under hammer 

impact 

Slightly Weathered 
Slight discoloration inwards from open fractures; otherwise similar to 

fresh 

Moderately Weathered 
Discoloration throughout. Strength less than fresh rock, specimens 

cannot be broken by hand or scraped with knife 

Highly Weathered 
Specimens can be broken by hand with effort and shaved with knife. 

Textures becoming indistinct but fabric preserved 

Completely Weathered 
Mineral decomposed to soil but fabric and structure preserved. 

Specimens easily crumbled or penetrated. 

     COMPETENCY 

CLASS LOG TERM DESCRIPTION/DEFINITION 

APPROXIMATE RANGE 
OF UNCONFINED 

COMPRESSIVE 
STRENGTHS (tsf) 

I Extremely Strong 
Many blows with geologic hammer required 

to break intact specimens 
>2000 

II Very Strong 
Hand held specimens break with pick end of 

hammer under more than one blow 
1000 to 2000 

III Strong 
Hand held specimens can be broken with 
singer, moderate blow with pick end of 

hammer 
500 to 1000 

IV Moderately Strong 
Specimens can be scraped with knife; light 

blow with pick end of hammer causes 
indentations 

250 to 500 

V Weak 
Specimens crumble under moderate blow 

with pick end of hammer 
10 to 250 

VI Friable Specimens crumble in hand N/A 

 



 
 
 

LOG OF TEST PIT TP-1 
February 19, 2015 

Bobcat 435 ZHS with a 24-Inch Bucket 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Test Pit 1 
 
 0 – 18” Colluvium: (Completely weathered volcanic rock) - Slightly red-brown, silt (ML), 

with trace coarse sand, moist, soft, few cobble size, angular volcanic rock 

fragments. 

 

 18” – 7’ Volcanic rock: Blue-gray, highly weathered, friable to weak, very closely 

fractured.  Weathering decreases with depth. 

 

 7 – 10’ Volcanic rock: Orange-brown, highly to moderately weathered, very closely to 

closely fractured, moderately strong. 

 

 

  Bottom of Test Pit at 10 feet 

  No groundwater encountered. 

  Backfilled with excavated material. 

 

 

 
 

 

LOG OF TEST PIT TP-1 
 

PROPOSED TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
FACILITY 

Igo, Location #: 281996 
Igo, California 

 

FIGURE 5 

Date: 03/15 

MPE No. 02340-01 



 

 

WASHOE COUNTY 
COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

Engineering and Capital Projects Division 

                
 

  "Dedicated to Excellence in Public Service" 
 
 
 
 

 

1001 East 9th Street PO Box 11130 Reno, Nevada  89520 Telephone: (775) 328-2040 Fax: (775) 328-3699 

 
 
 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

DATE:  March 05, 2015 

TO:  Chad Giesinger, Planning and Development Division 

FROM: Leo R. Vesely, P.E., Engineering and Capitol Projects Division 

SUBJECT: SB14-014 
  APN 049-070-49 
  VERIZON WIRELESS TIMBERLINE 
               
 
 
I have reviewed the referenced special use permit case and recommend the following 
conditions: 
 

1. A complete set of construction improvement drawings, including an on-site grading 
plan, shall be submitted when applying for a building/grading permit. Grading shall 
comply with best management practices (BMP’s) and shall include detailed plans for 
grading, site drainage, erosion control (including BMP locations and installation details), 
slope stabilization, and mosquito abatement. Placement or removal of any excavated 
materials shall be indicated on the grading plan. All grading shall comply with County 
Code Article 438, Grading Standards.  Silts shall be controlled on-site. 

 
2. The applicant shall provide permanent easements for the lease area, access and 

utilities.  A copy of the recorded easements shall be submitted to the Engineering 
Division prior to issuance of a building permit. 
 

3. All existing and proposed easements shall be shown on the site and/or grading plan.  
The County Engineer shall determine compliance with this condition. 

 
 
 
 
 
LRV/lrv 
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Community Services Department 
Planning & Development Division 

Regional Parks & Open Space 
 

 

Post Office Box 11130, Reno, NV  89520-0027 – 1001 E. Ninth St., Reno, NV  89512 
Regional Parks & Open Space:  775.823.6500 

www.washoecountyparks.com 

TO:  Chad Geisinger, AICP  
 
FROM:  Dennis Troy, Park Planner   
 
DATE:  April 1, 2015  
 
SUBJECT: Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 (Verizon Wireless) 
 
The proposed project site lies within Park District 1C and is adjacent to public open 
space owned by Washoe County (APN 049-000-31).  Additioinally, the site is located 
adjacent to the Mt. Rose scenic corridor and also adjacent to a scenic viewshed as 
identified in map 12 of the Washoe County Regional Open Space & Natural Resource 
Management Plan.  
 
The Washoe County’s Regional Open Space and Natural Resource Management Plan 
identifies the following goals within this plan: 
 
Goal 1 (page 43):  Protect the regions visual and scenic resources 
Goal 2 (page 44):  Preserve and protect the visual integrity of our region’s hillsides, 
ridges and hilltops. 
 
Corrections: 
 

1. Section 110.324.75(c) Special Use Permits states “That the monopole or lattice 
tower will not unduly impact the adjacent neighborhoods or the vistas and 
ridgelines of the County.” As proposed the monopole tower impacts both the 
Mt. Rose scenic corridor and also the adjacent scenic viewshed. While the 
applicant has made efforts to blend the tower into the existing landscape, they 
have not exhausted all options to co-locate and provided a burdern of proof. The 
applicant has stated that the option of co-locating on APN 049-070-30 was 
“rejected due to low elevation”. However, the applicant has not provided 
evidence to substantiate this claim. While the applicant is claiming a “Significnat 
Gap” (110.324.55.b) staff has not been presented with this evidence. The 
existing and proposed coverage maps (pg. 5 & 6 of application) appear to be 
identical in nature. The Parks and Openspace division is requesting that the 
applicant provide additional information that substantiates their claims of a 
significant gap in coverage, and also provide additional detail related to why co-
location at APN 049-070-30 is not feasible (i.e. the tower is full and the only 
mounting spots are too low).  
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2.  The proposed access road cuts through a 20’ wide private equestrian & 
pedestrian access easement per Parcel Map 4688A. Please provide additional 
detail related to the road intersection and this access easement. Please note that 
the future road alignment shall not impede current and future pedestrian and 
equestrian traffic. Future construction methods must take into consideration the 
impacts of this crossing. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 Conditions of Approval 
 Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 (Verizon Wireless) 

 

Post Office Box 11130, Reno, NV  89520-0027 – 1001 E. Ninth St., Reno, NV  89512 
Telephone:  775.328.3600 – Fax:  775.328.6133 

www.washoecounty.us/comdev 
 

 
The project approved under Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 for Verizon 
Wireless (Timberline) shall be carried out in accordance with the Conditions of Approval 
granted by the Board of Adjustment on June 4, 2015. Conditions of Approval are requirements 
placed on a permit or development by each reviewing agency.   Conditions of Approval may 
require submittal of documents, applications, fees, inspections, amendments to plans and more.  
Conditions of Approval do not relieve the applicant from the obligation to obtain any 
other approvals and licenses from relevant authorities required under any other act, nor 
do these conditions relieve the applicant from abiding by all other generally applicable 
code regulations. 
 
Unless otherwise specified, all conditions related to the approval of this special use permit shall 
be met or financial assurance must be provided to satisfy the Conditions of Approval prior to 
issuance of a grading or building permit.  The agency responsible for determining compliance 
with a specific condition shall determine whether the condition must be fully completed or 
whether the applicant shall be offered the option of providing financial assurance.  All 
agreements, easements, or other documentation required by these conditions shall have a copy 
filed with the Washoe County Engineer and Washoe County Planning and Development.   

Compliance with the Conditions of Approval related to this special use permit is the 
responsibility of the applicant, his/her successor in interest, and all owners, assignees, and 
occupants of the property and their successors in interest.  Failure to comply with any of the 
conditions imposed in the approval of this special use permit may result in the initiation of 
revocation procedures.   

Washoe County reserves the right to review and revise the Conditions of Approval related to 
this special use permit should it be determined that a subsequent license or permit issued by 
Washoe County violates the intent of this approval.   

For the purpose of conditions imposed by Washoe County, “may” is permissive and “shall” or 
“must” is mandatory.   

Conditions of Approval are usually complied with at different stages of the proposed project.  
Those stages are typically: 

• Prior to permit issuance (i.e., grading permits, building permits, etc.) 

• Prior to obtaining a final inspection and/or a certificate of occupancy 

• Prior to the issuance of a business license or other permits/licenses 

• Some “Conditions of Approval” are referred to as “Operational Conditions”.  These 
conditions must be continually complied with for the life of the project or business. 
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Washoe County Conditions of Approval   
 

   
 

Special Use Permit Case Number: SB14-014 
Page 2 of 5 

 
 
The Washoe County Commission oversees many of the reviewing agencies/departments 
with the exception of the following agencies.   
 

• The DISTRICT BOARD OF HEALTH, through the Washoe County Health 
District, has jurisdiction over all public health matters in the Health District.  
Any conditions set by the Health District must be appealed to the District 
Board of Health. 

• The RENO-TAHOE AIRPORT AUTHORITY is directed and governed by its 
own Board.  Therefore, any conditions set by the Reno-Tahoe Airport 
Authority must be appealed to their Board of Trustees.   

• The REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION (RTC) is directed and 
governed by its own board.  Therefore, any conditions set by the Regional 
Transportation Commission must be appealed to that Board.   

THE FOLLOWING ARE CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL REQUIRED BY THE REVIEWING 
AGENCIES.  EACH CONDITION MUST BE MET TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE ISSUING 
AGENCY.  

Washoe County CSD – Planning and Development  

1. The following conditions are requirements of Planning and Development, which shall be 
responsible for determining compliance with these conditions.   

Contact:  Chad Giesinger, 775.328.3626, cgiesinger@washoecounty.us 

a. The applicant shall demonstrate substantial conformance to the plans approved as 
part of this special use permit. Planning and Development shall determine 
compliance with this condition. 

b. All related utilities, including telephone and electrical lines connected with the 
proposed wireless communications facility and within any and all Verizon utility 
easements on the subject site shall be placed underground pursuant to Forest 
Area Plan Policy F.7.1. 

c. The total height of the cell tower, including all elements of the faux pine tree, 
antennas, or any other apparatus shall not exceed 61 feet from lowest grade. 

d. The applicant shall submit complete construction plans and building permits shall 
be issued within two years from the date of approval by Washoe County. The 
applicant shall complete construction within the time specified by the building 
permits. Compliance with this condition shall be determined by Planning and 
Development. 

e. Security fencing shall be erected around the entire 50 foot x 50 foot wireless 
communications facility compound. The installation of security fencing shall assure 
the facility is protected from climbing by unauthorized persons.  Said security 
fencing shall be screened by the use of tan colored slats as well as landscaping.   

mailto:cgiesinger@washoecounty.us
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Special Use Permit Case Number: SB14-014 
Page 3 of 5 

 
f. All equipment, fencing, ground cabinet, tower, and aesthetic design shall be 

painted a neutral color that will blend with the rural character of the area. 

g. In addition to the landscaping depicted on submitted plans, the applicant shall plant 
at least 5 additional pine trees (matching species found on adjacent Forest Service 
land) with a height of at least 14 feet near the perimeter of the pad site to offset the 
singular nature of the monopine.  As part of the building permit submittal for the cell 
tower, the applicant shall work with staff and consult with a licensed landscape 
architect to submit and finalize a revised landscaping plan that satisfies this 
condition. Planning and Development shall determine compliance with this 
condition. 

h. Prior to the issuance of any building permits or grading activity, the applicant shall 
obtain a Special Use Permit (SUP), pursuant to WCC Section 110.438.35 and 
WCC Section 110.810, which approves construction of the proposed access road.  
The approved SUP shall demonstrate how the existing equestrian and pedestrian 
access easement depicted on Parcel Map 4688A will be perpetuated through the 
subject parcel to the adjacent Forest Service lands to the west.         

i. The applicant shall attach a copy of the action order granting approval of this 
project to all administrative permit applications (including building permits) applied 
for as part of this special use permit. 

j. Per Policy F.2.3 of the Forest Area Plan, the applicant shall submit a statement to 
staff regarding how the final proposal responds to the community input received 
from the South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley Citizen Advisory Board.  

k. The applicant shall submit a plan for the control of noxious weeds as part of any 
building permit submittals resulting in grading or ground disturbance. 

l. A note shall be placed on all construction drawings and grading plans stating: 

NOTE 

Should any prehistoric or historic remains/artifacts be discovered 
during site development, work shall temporarily be halted at the 
specific site and the State Historic Preservation Office of the 
Department of Museums, Library and Arts shall be notified to record 
and photograph the site.  The period of temporary delay shall be 
limited to a maximum of two working days from the date of 
notification. 

m. The following Operational Conditions shall be required for the life of the project: 

1. This Special Use Permit shall expire and become null and void 
within 2 years from the final date of approval if final building permits 
have not been issued by said date. 

2. The applicant and any successors shall be responsible for 
maintenance/repairs of everything within the 50 ft x 50 ft wireless 
communications compound and shall be responsible for all 



Washoe County Conditions of Approval   
 

   
 

Special Use Permit Case Number: SB14-014 
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maintenance/repairs of the entire wireless communications facility, 
including required landscaping around the perimeter of the site, 
and for maintenance of the fence enclosing the 50 ft x 50 ft 
wireless communications site compound.  The applicant shall take 
action not more than 30 days after receiving a report from Washoe 
County of any damage to the wireless communications facility, 
landscaping, or the fence.   

3. The wireless communications facility shall be maintained by the 
applicant and any successors in substantially the same condition 
as the wireless communications facility was proposed and 
approved by this Special Use Permit. 

4. Failure to comply with the Conditions of Approval shall render this 
approval null and void.  Compliance with this condition shall be 
determined by Washoe County Planning and Development.  

5. The applicant and any successors shall direct any potential 
purchaser/operator of the site and/or the special use permit to meet 
with Washoe County Planning and Development to review 
conditions of approval prior to the final sale of the site and/or the 
special use permit.  Any subsequent purchaser/operator of the site 
and/or the special use permit shall notify the Washoe County 
Planning and Development of the name, address, telephone 
number, and contact person of the new purchaser/operator within 
30 days of the final sale. 

6. This special use permit shall remain in effect as long as the subject 
wireless communications facility is in operation and remains in 
compliance with the conditions of approval.  

Washoe County CSD – Engineering and Capital Projects 

2.  The following conditions are requirements of the Engineering and Capital Projects Division, 
which shall be responsible for determining compliance with these conditions. 

 Contact:  Leo Vesely, 775.325.8032, lvesely@washoecounty.us 

a. A complete set of construction improvement drawings, including an on-site grading 
plan, shall be submitted when applying for a building/grading permit. Grading shall 
comply with best management practices (BMP’s) and shall include detailed plans 
for grading, site drainage, erosion control (including BMP locations and installation 
details), slope stabilization, and mosquito abatement. Placement or removal of any 
excavated materials shall be indicated on the grading plan. Silts shall be controlled 
on-site. 

 
b. The applicant shall provide permanent easements for the lease area, access and 

utilities.  A copy of the easements shall be submitted to the Engineering Division 
prior to issuance of a building permit. 

 
c. All existing and proposed easements shall be shown on the site and/or grading 

plan.  The County Engineer shall determine compliance with this condition. 

mailto:lvesely@washoecounty.us
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Washoe County CSD – Parks and Open Spaces 

3. The following conditions are requirements of Parks and Open Space, which shall be 
responsible for determining compliance with these conditions.   

Contact:  Dennis Troy, 775.325.8094, dtroy@washoecounty.us 

a. The applicant will construct the project using Best Management Practices (BMPs) 
to reduce the introduction of noxious weeds to the project area, as it is located 
directly adjacent to open space and Forest Service lands.  The applicant shall 
require all contractors and subcontractors to use BMPs on the project site at all 
times as outline in the attached BMPs. 

b. Disturbed land as part of the project will be revegetated with an approved seed mix 
and application method consistent with the surrounding environment.  Placement 
of stockpile materials will be in a pre-approved location and protected to ensure no 
contamination of adjacent open space and Forest Service lands. 

c. The applicant will make every effort reasonably possible to collaborate with local 
residents to ensure that the project blends into the natural environment as much as 
possible, as this is a significant scenic view shed. 

d. The future road alignment for the proposed new access road shall not impede 
current and future pedestrian and equestrian traffic. Future construction methods 
must take into consideration the impacts of this crossing. 

 
Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District 
 
4.  The following conditions are requirements of the Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District, 

which shall be responsible for determining compliance with these conditions. 
 
 Contact:  Amy Ray, 775.328.6005, aray@tmfpd.us 
 

a. Defensible space and construction elements shall be required, dependent upon the 
fire hazard assessment rating, as designated by the International Wildland Urban 
Interface Code and the fire hazard map per NAC 472, shall be required. 
 

b. The structure shall meet the provisions of Washoe County Code Chapter 60. 
Verification that the lot has water for fire suppression or is within 5 road miles of a 
fire station shall be provided. 

 
 
 

 
*** End of Conditions *** 

mailto:dtroy@washoecounty.us
mailto:aray@tmfpd.us
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Washoe County Community Services Department, Planning and Development Division 
Post Office Box 11130, Reno, NV  89520-0147 – 1001 E. Ninth St., Reno, NV  89512 

Telephone:  775.328.3600 – Fax:  775.328.6133 
www.washoecounty.us/comdev 

 WASHOE COUNTY 
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 

DRAFT Meeting Minutes 
 

 
Board of Adjustment Members Thursday, June 4, 2015 
Lee Lawrence, Chair 1:30 p.m. 
Robert F. Wideman, Vice Chair  
Kristina Hill Washoe County Administration Complex 
Clay Thomas Commission Chambers 
Kim Toulouse 1001 East Ninth Street 
William Whitney, Secretary Reno, NV 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Washoe County Board of Adjustment met in regular session on Thursday,  
June 4, 2015, in the Washoe County Administrative Complex Commission Chambers, 1001 East 
Ninth Street, Reno, Nevada. 

1. *Determination of Quorum 

 Chair Lawrence called the meeting to order at 1:31 p.m.  The following members and staff 
were present:  

Members present:  Lee Lawrence, Chair 
 Robert Wideman, Vice-Chair 

Kristina Hill 
Philip Horan 
Kim Toulouse 

Members absent: None 

Staff present: Trevor Lloyd, Senior Planner, Planning and Development 
Eric Young, PhD, Planner, Planning and Development 
Chad Giesinger, Senior Planner, Planning and Development 
Nathan Edwards, Deputy District Attorney, District Attorney’s Office  

 Kathy Emerson, Administrative Secretary Supervisor, Planning and 
Development 
Donna Fagan, Recording Secretary, Planning and Development 

2. *Pledge of Allegiance 
Chair Lawrence led the pledge to the flag. 

3. *Ethics Law Announcement 
 Deputy District Attorney Edwards recited the Ethics Law standards. 

4. *Appeal Procedure 
 Mr. Lloyd recited the appeal procedure for items heard before the Board of Adjustment. 
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June 4, 2015 Washoe County Board of Adjustment Meeting Minutes Page 2 of 14 

5. *Public Comment  
 As there was no response to the call for public comment, Chair Lawrence closed the public 
comment period. 

6. Approval of Agenda 
 In accordance with the Open Meeting Law, Member Wideman moved to approve the 
agenda of June 4, 2015.  The motion, seconded by Member Toulouse, passed five in favor and 
none opposed. 

7. Approval of February 5, 2015 Draft Minutes 
 Member Hill moved to approve the minutes for the February 5, 2015 Board of Adjustment 
meeting as written.  Member Wideman seconded the motion with four votes to approve and one 
abstained. 

 Approval of April 2, 2015 Draft Minutes 
 Member Hill moved to approve the minutes for the April 2, 2015 Board of Adjustment 
meeting as written.  Member Wideman seconded the motion with three votes to approve and 
two abstained. 

8. Public Hearings 
 A. Administrative Permit Case Number AP15-003 (Lake Tahoe SummerFest) – 

Hearing, discussion, and possible action to approve an administrative permit and 
outdoor community event business license for the Lake Tahoe SummerFest, an outdoor 
concert event to be held at the Sierra Nevada College in Incline Village, Nevada on July 
31, August 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, and 16, 2015.  The proposed outdoor concerts will be 
held between the hours of 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. on July 31, August 1, 7, 8, 14, and 
15, 2015 (Fridays and Saturdays) and between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. on 
August 2, 9, and 16, 2015 (Sundays).  One additional concert will be held on the Sunday 
of August 1, 2015 between the hours of 11:00 a.m. and Noon. This concert is focused on 
children and family themes and will not include any of the catering services available at 
the evening concerts. All proposed concerts will be unamplified classical music venues 
located within a portable tent erected on the College for the event.  Primary participant 
and spectator parking will be within the College campus, with additional off-site 
(overflow) parking at the Incline Village General Improvement District (IVGID) Recreation 
Facility, if needed.  Event organizers estimate that approximately 1,300 participants and 
spectators will take part in the event during any one three-day event period, with a 
maximum of 500 participants and spectators on any one day of the event.  Based on the 
testimony and evidence presented at the hearing, to include the report of reviewing 
agencies, the Board of Adjustment may approve the issuance of the administrative 
permit and business license with conditions, or deny the application. 

 
• Applicant: Lake Tahoe SummerFest – Bradley Trexell 
• Property Owner: Sierra Nevada College 
• Location: 948 Incline Way, Incline Village, NV 89451 
• Assessor’s Parcel Numbers: 127-040-10 (College) and 127-040-07 (IVGID 

Recreation Center) 
• Parcel Size: 17.05 acres (College), 1.4 acres (Recreation 

Center) 
• Master Plan Category: Commercial (C) 
• Regulatory Zone: Public and Semi-Public Facilities (PSP) 
• Area Plan: Tahoe 
• Citizen Advisory Board: Incline Village/Crystal Bay 
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• Development Code: Authorized in Article 310, Temporary Uses and 
Structures; and Washoe County Code Chapter 25, 
Business Licenses, Permits, and Regulations 

• Commission District: 1 – Commissioner Berkbigler  
• Section/Township/Range: Within Section 23, T16N, R18E, MDM, 

Washoe County, NV 
• Prepared by: Eric Young, Planner 

Washoe County Community Services Department 
Planning and Development Division 

• Phone: 775.328.3613 
• E-Mail: eyoung@washoecounty.us 

 
 Chair Lawrence opened the public hearing.  Eric Young reviewed his staff report dated April 
28, 2015. 
  
 Member Toulouse asked Mr. Young if this case went to the Incline Village/Crystal Bay 
Citizen Advisory Board (CAB).  Mr. Young said Administrative Permit cases don’t go to the CAB.  
Member Toulouse stated he’d had a question from a CAB member why this type of case doesn’t 
go before the CAB.  Mr. Young said the Administrate Permit cases are not required by Washoe 
County Code to go to the CABs.  The CAB does get a public hearing notice. 
 
 As there was no response to the call for public comment, Chair Lawrence closed the public 
comment period. 
 
 Mr. Young added that the County’s relationship with SummerFest has always been very 
positive.  They’re always responsive to our requests. 
 
 Chair Lawrence asked how long has SummerFest been going on.  Mr. Young answered that 
he was not sure but he thinks it’s more than five years. 
 
 Member Thomas asked if this event has been growing.  Mr. Young said there is a desire to 
keep it at the size it is by the organizers and Sierra Nevada College. 
 
 There were no disclosures.  
 
 Member Toulouse moved that, after giving reasoned consideration to the information 
contained in the staff report and information received during the public hearing, the Board of 
Adjustment approve Administrative Permit Case Number AP15-003 for Lake Tahoe 
Summerfest, having made all five findings in accordance with Washoe County Development 
Code Section 110.808.25.  Member Wideman seconded the motion which carried unanimously. 
 
 The motion was based on the following findings: 
 

1. Consistency.  That the proposed use is consistent with the action programs, policies, 
standards and maps of the Master Plan and the Tahoe Area Plan; 

2. Improvements.  That adequate utilities, roadway improvements, sanitation, water supply, 
drainage, and other necessary facilities have been provided, the proposed 
improvements are properly related to existing and proposed roadways, and an adequate 
public facilities determination has been made in accordance with Division Seven; 

3. Site Suitability.  That the site is physically suitable for an outdoor community event, and 
for the intensity of such a development; 

mailto:eyoung@washoecounty.us
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4. Issuance Not Detrimental.  That issuance of the permit will not be significantly 
detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare; injurious to the property or 
improvements of adjacent properties; or detrimental to the character of the surrounding 
area;  

5. Effect on a Military Installation.  Issuance of the permit will not have a detrimental effect 
on the location, purpose or mission of the military installation 

 
 B. Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 (Verizon Wireless Timberline) – 

Hearing, discussion, and possible action to approve a Special Use Permit for the 
construction of a new wireless facility consisting of a sixty-one (61) foot monopole 
utilizing a stealth design disguised as a pine tree, three (3) antenna sectors with two (2) 
panel antennas per sector, a prefabricated equipment shelter measuring 11’6” x 16’11”, 
a 48kw emergency standby diesel generator with a 210 gallon fuel tank and associated 
equipment enclosed within a 50' x 50' lease area surrounded by a 6' chain link security 
fence with tan colored screening slats and a retaining wall.  The 2,500 square foot 
project site is located at 150 Timberline View Court approximately 1,260’ northwest of 
the intersection of the Mount Rose Highway (SR431) and Timberline Drive on a ±7.34 
acre parcel. 

 
• Applicant: Verizon Wireless 
• Consultant: Complete Wireless Consulting 
• Property Owner: Thomas B and Kelly S Courson 
• Project Address: 150 Timberline View Court, Reno, NV  89511 
• Assessor’s Parcel Number: 049-070-49 
• Total Parcel Size: ±7.34 Acres 
• Total Project Size: 50 feet x 50 feet (2,500 square feet) 
• Master Plan Category: Rural (R) 
• Regulatory Zone: General Rural (GR) 
• Area Plan: Forest 
• Citizen Advisory Board: South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley 
• Development Code: Authorized in Article 324, Communication Facilities 

and Article 810, Special Use Permits 
• Commission District: 2 – Commissioner Lucey 
• Section/Township/Range: Portion of SW ¼ Section 34, T18N, R19E, MDM, 

Washoe County, NV 
• Prepared by: Chad Giesinger, Senior Planner 
  Planning and Development Division 

Washoe County Community Services Department 
• Phone:   775.328.3626 
• Email:   cgiesinger@washoecounty.us 

 Chair Lawrence opened the public hearing.  Chad Giesinger reviewed his staff report dated 
May 20, 2015.   

 Member Thomas wanted to clarify with Mr. Giesinger that he had requested from Verizon, 
the number of people the “gap” affected but Verizon did not supply that information.  Mr. 
Giesinger said after looking at different cases on the topic, jurisdictions would ask for the 
number of dropped calls, the number of people affected by the gap, those kinds of things.  At 
the May 14, 2015 South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley Citizen Advisory Board (CAB) 
meeting, that came up as well, but Mr. Giesinger believes Verizon’s response was that it was 
proprietary information and they didn’t want to disclose it.   
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 Chair Lawrence had the same question; what information did staff receive to show 
significant gap coverage.  Was it just the map that Verizon gave you?  Mr. Giesinger said he 
received about a paragraph explanation with a graphic.  He didn’t feel that was adequate and 
requested additional information, it took a little time but it is the packet submitted as Exhibit D.   

 Jenny Blocker, representative for Verizon Wireless, requests approval of the project.  She 
acknowledged Mr. Giesinger on giving a great summary of the project.  The project will expand 
Verizon’s existing network in an effort to approve call quality, signal strength, and wireless 
connection services in the area of east and northeast Mt. Rose Hwy., golf course, and 
surrounding residential areas.  Mt. Rose Hwy. is a popular route from north Tahoe to south 
Reno especially during the ski season and summer months.  Current statistics show one of 
three households no longer has a landline and rely heavily on cell phones.  Increase in signal 
strength will benefit residents, local businesses, and public safety communication systems.  
Verizon proposed the facility at 150 Timberline View Court, a parcel that is over 7 acres wide 
and is zoned General Rural (GR).  The size of the parcel is ideal to have the facility set back 
from other structures and rights-of-way by a significant distance.  The facility will be a 61 foot, 
faux pine tree.  The equipment will be directly below the pine tree in a 50 foot by 50 foot lease 
area.  The project is in full compliance with the Washoe County zoning ordinance and we 
request approval today. 

 Member Wideman stated that the information contained in Exhibit D doesn’t copy very well 
in black and white.  He said, whether or not the project meets the requirement is dependent 
upon whether or not there is a proven truly “significant gap” and an explanation of the feasibility 
of the alternatives.  Mr. Wideman asked of Ms. Blocker, in relation to the truly significant gap, 
make your case.  Ms. Blocker said, staff asked for supplemental information, this information 
was obtained through our radio frequency (RF) engineer at Verizon Wireless.  She provided an 
RF justification letter, which should be in the packet along with a PowerPoint presentation, 
which Ms. Blocker has a color copy of.  The PowerPoint goes into why the site is needed at this 
location, explaining the gap in coverage along with why additional alternatives would not be 
sufficient.  Specifically, this site is needed for a capacity and coverage need.  Coverage is; there 
is a true gap in coverage.  Verizon customers are not receiving any coverage in this area.  
There is also a gap in capacity meaning the system is overloaded.  Staff mentioned he receives 
cell service in this location but when the propagation models are designed, they are forward 
looking, meaning they are not looking at the capacity right now they are looking at the capacity 
two to three years out.  So, Verizon RF engineers use sophisticated propagation models to 
forecast both current and future gaps in coverage.  What was provided was a full analysis 
showing why there is truly a gap in coverage.  On the coverage map, green represents in- 
building coverage meaning are you able to use your cell phone in a building.  Yellow represents 
in car service meaning are you able to use your cell when you are in a vehicle, and anything 
less than that is represented by red or absent of color meaning lack of or poor coverage.  With 
this facility, the map does show an increase in both green and yellow.  Additionally, the existing 
facilities in Verizon’s network are a substantial distance away.  The closest location is called, 
“Steamboat” which is 5.65 miles east of the proposed location.  “Slide Mountain” is located 5.18 
miles southwest with a 3000 foot increase in elevation.  “Wolf Run” is 5 miles to the east with a 
2000 foot elevation decrease.  In terms of infrastructure, for Verizon, that is a significant 
distance.  The towers have to communicate with each other as well as using line of sight 
technology to communicate directly with the operator of the phone.  The gap of coverage and 
capacity in this area is truly significant.  To address the second prong of the test, called no 
alternatives or least intrusive means, this project has been ongoing for over a year and a half.  
We’ve vetted other possible candidates in the area and due to the elevation changes and 
topography challenges this is the ideal location to fill the significant coverage gap experienced in 
this area.  Member Wideman appreciates Ms. Blocker’s ability to explain highly technical issues 
to people who don’t have highly technical training.  At the same time, there has been a great 
deal of opposition expressed.  Part of the issues on the significant gap problem, as Member 
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Wideman sees it is; he doesn’t believe Ms. Blocker.  He believes there are highly skilled and 
technical people doing the studies who are explaining they’re really smart and technical and we 
should believe them, but that doesn’t really put it over the top.  So, Member Wideman asked 
Ms. Blocker to expand on that and make everyone understand why the gap is significant, other 
than we’re smart and trust us, it would really help.  Ms. Blocker said, other than showing the 
distance between facilities and showing the technical evidence required to show a significant 
gap, which is a County requirement, she added, Verizon spends a lot of money to make these 
facilities.  They spend close to $500,000 to build a facility like this.  They’re not going to put a 
facility where it’s not needed or when the gap is not significant.  They’ve received requests for 
facilities, they’ve done technical justification, this facility is needed for the Verizon infrastructure.  
Ms. Blocker believes she’s supplied the technical evidence to justify it. 

 Member Toulouse referred to Ms. Blocker’s opening statement where she said, this was an 
effort to improve service while not once mentioning significant gap, only “a gap”.  Member 
Toulouse stated he took the time to print out the maps in color and when he looks at them and 
he compares the original candidate with the map of the collocation with AT&T, there’s very little 
difference in what is proposed with the Timberline facility, minor differences.  Member Toulouse 
doesn’t understand why Verizon isn’t considering the AT&T collocation.  Ms. Blocker said, from 
Verizon’s point of view, collocating on an existing facility is extremely beneficial for them.  It’s 
much less financial cost, much easier to get permitted, so they’ve fully vetted and their top 
choice was to go with the AT&T collocation, unfortunately their RF engineer decided, based on 
the drastic change in elevation of over 1000 feet, it just would not satisfy the significant 
coverage gap that was experienced.  Member Toulouse stated the Verizon maps only show 
minor differences and asked Ms. Blocker if she agreed with that.  Ms. Blocker said, no she 
doesn’t agree with that adding, with the naked eye it may seem minor but from an RF 
perspective it’s truly significant.  Member Toulouse asked Ms. Blocker if Verizon did a drive test.  
Ms. Blocker said, no she doesn’t believe a drive test took place.  Member Toulouse asked what 
the reason was for Verizon not providing dropped call information or numbers.  Ms. Blocker 
indicated, at the May CAB meeting, it was requested Verizon supply supplemental information 
to show the gap is truly significant.  Unfortunately, Verizon won’t release proprietary information, 
it’s a very competitive wireless world and showing that sort of data is not something they legally 
feel they can provide.  However, in the short time allowed, the RF engineer provided a full 
justification letter as well as a full PowerPoint presentation justifying the need for this facility.  
Ms. Blocker noted the application has been filed with the County for a substantial amount of 
time and the supplemental information wasn’t requested from Verizon until May’s CAB meeting.  
Member Toulouse asked, so in 30 day’s Verizon couldn’t provide that.  Ms. Blocker said, yes as 
well as the proprietary information of which Verizon was not comfortable sharing.   

 Member Hill asked Ms. Blocker what she thought about the facility changing the character of 
the neighborhood; this fake tree, 61 feet tall in the middle of a blank landscape that is typically 
Nevada looking.  Ms. Blocker stated the area currently has a water tank, which would be 
adjacent to the facility, which is a man-made structure.  In addition, they’ve worked with staff to 
relocate the facility from the crook of the access road to another area on the parcel where it 
would blend into the landscape more naturally.  They’ve also worked with staff to design a 
“stealth” facility that would blend with the natural aesthetics of the area.  There are trees that are 
on the ridgeline and the current design is what Verizon and staff felt would blend with the natural 
aesthetics.   

 Member Thomas asked Ms. Blocker to clarify the definitions of coverage and capacity and 
which is the driving factor to put the tower in place.  Ms. Blocker pointed out the RF engineers 
PowerPoint, Exhibit D, gives the best definitions.  Coverage is a need for expanded service 
often requested by customers and emergency services personnel.  While this initially meant 
providing coverage in vehicles as usage patterns have shifted this now means improving 
coverage inside of buildings and in residential areas.  Capacity is the need for more bandwidth 
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of service.  There may be some minor service there but the bandwidth currently can’t take it.  
Creating a backlog or clog in the system which needs to be expanded.  Coverage allows for 
greater bandwidth.  To follow up on that, Member Thomas stated, it appears under the 
coverage, an indicator would be; when you’re driving down Mt. Rose Hwy. you hit a dead spot 
and everyone on a cell phone traveling on that highway would lose coverage along with 
residents in the area having no cell phone coverage.  Ms. Blocker answered, not necessarily the 
coverage could just be limited.  She believes the coverage map show a limit or non-existence of 
coverage.  Member Thomas asked what would be limited.  Ms. Blocker answered, limited 
coverage meaning they can get coverage at high traffic times outside but not inside their homes.  
It just depends, this is also a capacity site, higher traffic times for phones clog up the system 
and the system currently doesn’t have the bandwidth to cover it resulting in dropped calls, 
slower data, etc.   

 Chair Lawrence stated the County is looking for the least intrusive means and collocation 
very important.  Verizon has listed several property owners, on page 19 of 32, whose sites were 
considered along with comments on why they weren’t chosen.  Chair Lawrence asked if there 
were any emails or certified letters to support their effort to contact the property owners.  Ms. 
Blocker answered, no, the initial search vetting process starts with an area where Verizon is 
experiencing a significant gap in coverage, they reach out to property owners that may be 
interested in a project within that search area and are in compliance with the limitation of code.  
They send out letters and sometimes knock on doors to reach interested candidates and then 
pursue those interested candidates who also meet the criteria of what they are looking for in 
terms of planning compliance and RF objective compliance.  There is no certified mail or email 
evidence available today but there is a trail of candidates they ended up pursuing, that reached 
their objectives.  Chair Lawrence asked if there were any copies of property owners that Verizon 
pursued or were not interested, available today.  Ms. Blocker said, no, she doesn’t have 
anything today because the current candidate reached their service objectives, was interested 
in having the facility on their property, and was compliant with the code.  Chair Lawrence asked, 
this candidate was interested but you couldn’t get him to collocate the facility on his property.  
Ms. Blocker explained Verizon narrowed it down to two candidates that met their RF objective, 
their planning objective, and had landlord interest.  The firehouse that has the AT&T site on it 
had an interested landlord but didn’t meet Verizon’s RF objective because it is 1000 feet lower 
in elevation than the proposed site.  For Verizon infrastructure 1000 foot drop in elevation is life 
changing.  In order to reach the significant coverage gap Verizon needed to go with the 
candidate that had the higher elevation and that’s the project that is before you today.  Chair 
Lawrence asked if these are “alternative sites considered” for this project, on page 19 of 32.  
Ms. Blocker said this is not a list of candidates that meet every criteria, it’s only a list of initial 
candidates they reached out to as a preliminary matter but not necessary those that were vetted 
to a level that our chosen candidate and the AT&T location was vetted at.  Chair Lawrence 
asked if Verizon liked the AT&T location better than the “alternative sites considered.”  Ms. 
Blocker said, yes. 

 Ms. Blocker added, what really triggered the significant gap coverage analysis was the 
proximity to the trailhead.  She reiterated the trailhead is within the 1000 foot buffer zone 
although it’s on the other side of the mountain.  Standing at the trailhead, looking over in the 
direction of the facility, it would be completely invisible.  The facility is on the other side of the 
peak of the hilltop.  If the reasoning behind the buffer zone is to minimize visual blight, you 
wouldn’t be able to see the facility from the trailhead.   

 Chair Lawrence opened public comment. 

 Ted Oxborrow, from the Franktown area, explained he was born in Reno and has seen a lot 
of changes.  His business is in adventure sports; mountain biking trips on trails, equestrian trips, 
hiking trips.  Most of his clients are European and fall in love with Nevada.  He gets a lot of his 
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sensitivity and passion from his experience and being a long time resident.  Mr. Oxborrow asks 
that this request be vetoed for the following reasons:  he can’t see that Verizon, who is doing so 
well, has the right to cross over rules, regulation, and codes.  His experience has been that too 
many codes and good regulations have been passed aside for development that wasn’t in the 
best interest of our community and particularly not in the best interest of the visual beauty that 
brings visitors to Nevada and that we Nevadans enjoy.  It seems Verizon is stepping on our toes 
even though he appreciates Verizon as a company.  They’re taking this as an easy way out.  
The site that they’ve got is probably something for convenience more than it is for practicality.  
Mr. Oxborrow said that the Board’s questions had been excellent as no one knows what the 
whole “gap” thing is about.  He stated that it isn’t clear and why the argument is so strong that 
other people, who are willing to rent out space, are not being dealt with.  Why wouldn’t there be 
information on that immediately especially after so many hearings.  Mr. Oxborrow suggests a 
co-location or asking Verizon to get back to the drawing board and really do some hard work on 
finding a better site particularly with regard to the gap argument, getting more details and 
making sure that we all clearly understand, not so much in a technical aspect but from the 
standpoint of practicality, that there really is a problem there.  He thinks the argument about not 
being able to see the facility didn’t address the road that is going to be cut in there.  It doesn’t 
address the fact that hikers and equestrians are sitting on horses some times and can see over.  
It doesn’t address the beauty of the whole trail area that would be affected by this overall 
development, not only the tower itself but the road, too.  Mr. Oxborrow respectfully asks the 
Board to have Verizon to take another look at this.  

 Dr. Susan Loring, a new resident on Timberline Drive whose house is directly below the 
proposed site, voiced concern that when the road is cut into a steep hill, when there is already a 
road there, all the rain and snow will erode the hill and it’ll fall into the people’s properties below 
where the proposed tower is going and onto White’s Creek trail.  Dr. Loring is also concerned 
about possible interference with the equestrian part of this as she has horses and that is why 
she bought the property; to be in a very pristine area and close to the trails.  Dr. Loring 
suggested using Sky Tavern property as a site.   

 Randy Collins, who lives about 500’ from the proposed cell tower, wanted to make a 
clarification that Ms. Blocker misstated earlier.  She said there was a 1,000’ difference between 
the AT&T site and the proposed Timberline site but in the information Verizon submitted the 
difference is 250’.  He also wanted to bring attention to an error in the geotechnical report that 
was submitted with the application; it stated there were no earthquake fault zones per Exhibit E.  
Exhibit E is for an area near Mt. Shasta, California, and is misleading to anyone reading the 
report.  There is no geotechnical report for this area.  Mr. Collins also commented on the 
significant gap, saying in the Verizon report, a significant gap is ambiguous left to interpretation 
statement in code and the courts are currently judging them in a case by case situation.  But if 
you read the code it is very clear and not ambiguous, code Section 110.324.55, Significant Gap 
Coverage says, “A significant gap for purposes of this article shall include an area where no 
cellular service from any carrier is available.  Mr. Collins believes that “coverage area” is an 
interpretive metric.  He also wanted to state that, of all the alternative sites Verizon listed none 
were Sky Tavern, where two years ago a 100’ pole was installed on their property and it’s only a 
mile away from the proposed tower.  On the “average coverage map”, Sky Tavern sits between 
the circle on the bottom right and the circle on the top towards the left.  Mr. Collins summarized 
by saying Verizon is using two special use permits to put this in, one for the road and one for the 
trail easement.  Why do we have to have the significant gap as an excuse to put this facility in 
and use special easements to put in an unsightly road in that is not to code, as stated in the 
report, just to put a cell tower in?  He feels it’s unnecessary and would like to deny it. 

 Kathy DiCenso lives 590’ from the proposed site.  She restated the code definition of 
significant gap.  She stated her house is one-half mile from the fire station, where the AT&T 
monopole is, and she’s about one-half mile from the water tower, where Sprint has two 
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antennas on it.  So, within a mile of her house there are three cell towers available.  Ms. 
DiCenso opined that Verizon wants to put a cell tower in the middle of two gaps but she thinks 
Verizon should put up two smaller towers, one in each of the gap areas.  Regarding the 
alternate sites, Verizon indicated the water tower was not able to be negotiated at the time 
which was in September 2013.  At that time the water was under Washoe County Water 
Resources and being transitioned to Truckee Meadows Water Authority and maybe neither 
entity was in a position to negotiate at that time.  Ms. DiCenso made another point that the Mt. 
Rose alternative site is now a new neighborhood and when Verizon started looking at locations 
there were only two new houses in area but now there are half a dozen and they are more being 
built.  Ms. DiCenso doesn’t feel that area was evaluated fairly and choosing the proposed site 
because of the elevation was misleading as Verizon never considered any other sites with a 
higher elevation.  Ms. DiCenso stated she did an internet search on earthquake fault within our 
area and noted that Washoe County Code Sections 110.424.20 and 110.424.35 address the 
suitability of locating the development in earthquake fault areas.  In her search she found the 
“natural disaster risk” for 150 Timberline View Court is a “high earthquake risk”.  She also noted 
that Incline Village had an earthquake in the area on April 7, 2015. 

 DDA Edwards reminded the Chair of the three minute time limit for individuals wishing to 
make public comment. 

 Amy Collins spoke in opposition of the proposed cell tower.  The location of the cell tower 
has a negative visual impact to the local terrain.  It will be visible to local users of adjacent trails 
in the area as well as local residents.  The Verizon cell tower to be camouflaged as a tree will be 
completely obvious at the proposed site on a mountain with very few trees and no trees of 
similar height or proximity to the cell phone tower.  The 376’ road that will be built to service the 
cell tower will create an additional visual concern.  No amount of screening will be able to 
change the impact of that extremely long and large road scar.  Ms. Collins is also opposed to 
the building of the cell tower in a location that is within 10’ of an existing equestrian easement, 
#PM4688.  The cut that will be created to build the road to the tower will cut directly across the 
existing equestrian trail and will not allow egress to people or animals due to the high dirt walls 
or constructed retaining walls required to be built to maintain the grade for the cell tower road.  
The claim of a significant gap in service coverage by Verizon should be supported by an 
independent study, if that is possible.  Not performed by an in-house or out of house hired by 
Verizon that may or may not have a bias in favor of the client.  For that reason, the claim of a 
significant gap of coverage to Verizon customers should have additional vetting to support 
Verizon’s claims.  There is a proposed collocation at another site which doesn’t have a 1000’ 
differential.  Please deny any special permits for this project. 

 Brett Cothern, a resident of the Timberline neighborhood, is opposed to the proposed cell 
tower.  He feels it will greatly affect the view from his home.  The people that use the trails will 
very much see the cell tower and tree that will be much taller than anything else on the hillside.  
The trailhead is very much in view of the cell tower.  Regarding the gap in coverage, Mr. 
Cothern isn’t a Verizon customer but living there and the windy storms they get cause them to 
lose power, they are still able to stream Netflix on their tablets and computers from AT&T to stay 
entertained.  He doesn’t find any significant gap in coverage from his location.  Mr. Cothern 
opined that the cell tower would significantly impact the overall visual quality of the Timberline 
area.  He thinks it would be nice if the Board would not approve the permit. 

 Ms. Blocker stated that part of the conditions of approval requires that Verizon plant five 
additional pine trees within the area to have the site blend in.  The current water tank that is on 
the parcel has similar landscaping around it that will match the existing hillside.   

 Trevor Lloyd stated to the Board that the Recording Secretary had received five lengthy 
letters in opposition to the project. 
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 Chair Lawrence closed public comment. 

 DDA Edwards suggested to the Board that they disclose if they were a Verizon customer 
and if they live in or are affected by the service in this area.  Further, DDA Edwards wanted to 
clarify, some of the commenters made remarks about the language definition significant gap in 
Section 110.324.55 of the Development Code.  The issue about whether it is a single or multiple 
providers has already been decided.  Regardless of what the county code section says, and it 
says it includes, a “white area” where there is no coverage by any provider, meaning there could 
be other areas that qualify as significant gap.  The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, in whose 
jurisdiction we sit, has said that the Telecommunications Act defines a significant gap to include 
areas where an individual cell phone provider has its own significant gap event if other cell 
phone providers don’t have a significant gap or are already providing service in that area.  We’re 
in a multiple provider jurisdiction so it is Verizon’s burden to prove that it has a significant gap in 
its coverage regardless of whether other companies provide service in that area. 

 The following disclosures were made: 

 Member Toulouse disclosed that he is a Verizon customer but has no property that is 
affected by this project. 

 Member Hill is an AT&T customer and has no interest in this project. 

 Member Thomas disclosed he is a Verizon customer and has no property in the project 
area. 

 Member Wideman disclosed he is a Verizon customer and has no property in the area 
affected by this project. 

 Chair Lawrence is an AT&T customer and has no property affected by the project.  

 Member Toulouse indicated that he was not convinced there is a significant gap.  The maps 
that were provided don’t show it and none of the materials provided show it.  Member Toulouse 
said he was a little perturbed that Verizon was requested to provide information by Planning and 
Development and by others in the staff report, including Parks, and that information was not 
provided.  He is also concerned that the cell site is not suitable for this intense of a development 
as the monopole will stick out like a sore thumb, he also has a huge concern about the road 
needed to support it.  Additionally, the Forest Area Plan community character will be significant 
with this installation.  Therefore, Member Toulouse cannot make the findings to support the 
project.   

 Member Hill opined that as a hiker in that area, the facility may not be visible at the trailhead 
but it would definitely be visible on the trail, it would be unsightly and unsightly from the highway 
having a big, fake, obvious, antenna tree sticking out even if there is a water tower there.  
Member Hill doesn’t think she can make the finding that it would not unduly impact the vistas in 
the County. 

 Member Wideman stated he understands the sentiment that the people around it don’t like 
the way it looks and he appreciates it.  He thinks the issue of the significant coverage gap has 
been locked onto as a way to win the argument and not to focus on the way it looks.  Member 
Wideman said he has some experience in radio frequency communication systems and thinks 
Verizon hasn’t made it clear to those who don’t understand those issues.  He thinks he’s seen 
enough to know there is a significant gap and that gap is in coverage and capacity.  He 
understands carriers need to plan years in advance and the draws upon data are expanding 
geometrically year to year.  Failure to deal with those early on, create bigger problems later on.  
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Member Wideman is satisfied that the gap does exist and he believes Verizon has explored 
alternatives, whether others agree with it or are willing to partner with them.  Member Wideman 
can make the findings and supports the project.  

 Chair Lawrence agreed with Member Toulouse in that Verizon could have done a better job 
explaining to lay people what a significant gap is.  He would have like to have seen more proof 
of efforts with other people who had sites that were potential.  Chair Lawrence said he 
understands the future and capacity and the need for more bandwidth and maybe the significant 
isn’t so bad now but is getting bigger all the time.  He stated he is going to fall back on the 
CAB’s 3 – 3 vote indicating it’s not a vote against, so he is in support of the project because the 
CAB wasn’t fully against it.  If they were, he may have changed his opinion. 

 Member Toulouse asked DDA Edwards; when we talk about a significant gap, or as in the 
staff report “truly significant coverage gap”, are we addressing the future or are we talking about 
the present?  DDA Edwards said his interpretation is, we are talking about the current state of 
affairs.  Otherwise there would be an element of speculation about what the future is going to 
look like.  Member Toulouse opined, presently he doesn’t see a coverage gap.  He also doesn’t 
believe the site is not suitable.  And per the map provided by Verizon there is virtually no 
difference between the collocated AT&T site and the Timberline site.  He thinks the site should 
be collocated with the AT&T site. 

 Member Wideman said while the AT&T site would provide some level of coverage it is fair to 
recognize a difference in elevation and that difference does have a real affect, according to the 
map, on how far the radio signal goes and that has an impact on the capacity. 

 Member Thomas stated he was not fully satisfied that the significant gap has been identified 
to satisfy his needs.  It’s a statement that has been placed out there to use as a special use 
permit to allow this to occur but he hasn’t seen any documentation that identifies where is the 
drop off other than the statement being made.  Secondly, a 61’ tower sitting on the side of the 
hill would be at least twice the height of any existing tree if not higher and would be a beacon 
that everyone would see.  Last, the issue of coverage versus capacity.  Verizon says the project 
will also increase capacity but the special use permit is asking for coverage.  They want one to 
enhance the other.  Member Thomas is not in favor of moving this project forward at this time.  

 Member Toulouse moved that, after considering the information contained within the staff 
report and the information received during the public hearing, the Washoe County Board of 
Adjustment deny Special Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 for Verizon Wireless, being 
unable to make the findings required by Washoe County Code Section 110.810.30, Section 
110.324.75, and the finding required by Policy F.2.13 of the Forest Area Plan, a part of the 
Washoe County Master Plan, for approval of Special Use Permits.  Those findings that I cannot 
make are finding 3 of Washoe County Code Section 110.810.30 and finding 1 from Policy 
F.2.13 of the Forest Area Plan.  I also cannot make the finding that there is a significant 
coverage gap.  Member Hill seconded the motion which carried.  (three votes for denial, two 
votes against denial) 

 The motion was based on the following findings: 

Findings from Section 110.810.30: 

1. Consistency.  That the proposed use is consistent with the action programs, 
policies, standards and maps of the Master Plan and the Forest Area Plan; 

2. Improvements.  That adequate utilities, roadway improvements, sanitation, water 
supply, drainage, and other necessary facilities have been provided, the proposed 
improvements are properly related to existing and proposed roadways, and an 
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adequate public facilities determination has been made in accordance with 
Division Seven; 

3. Site Suitability.  That the site is physically suitable for a wireless communications 
facility and for the intensity of such a development; 

4. Issuance Not Detrimental.  That issuance of the permit will not be significantly 
detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare; injurious to the property or 
improvements of adjacent properties; or detrimental to the character of the 
surrounding area;  

5. Effect on a Military Installation.  That issuance of the permit will not have a 
detrimental effect on the location, purpose or mission of the military installation; 
 

Findings from Section 110.324.75: 

1. Meets Standards. That the wireless communications facility meets all the 
standards of Sections 110.324.40 through 110.324.60 as determined by the 
Director of the Planning and Development Division and/or his authorized 
representative; 

2. Public Input.  That public input was considered during the public hearing review 
process; and 

3. Impacts. That the proposal will not unduly impact the adjacent neighborhoods or 
the vistas and ridgelines of the County. 

 
Findings from Policy F.2.13, of the Forest Area Plan: 

1. Impact on the Community Character. That impact on the Community Character 
can be adequately conserved through mitigation of any identified potential 
negative impacts. 

 Mr. Lloyd read the appeal procedures. 

 C. Variance Case Number VA15-003 (Alpine View, LLC) – Hearing, discussion, and 
possible action to grant a variance  to reduce the required front yard setback from fifteen 
(15) feet to ±5.5 feet to allow for a covered entry deck as part of a new home addition to 
the existing residence. 

 
• Owner/Applicant: Alpine View, LLC 
   Attn:  Craig Rauchle; Julie Weintraub 
• Consultant: Elise Fett & Associates, Ltd. 
   PO Box 5989 
   Incline Village, NV  89450 
• Location: 615 Alpine View 
   Incline Village, NV  89451 
• Assessor’s Parcel Number: 131-212-10 
• Parcel Size: 0.451 acres 
• Master Plan Category: Suburban Residential (SR) 
• Regulatory Zone: Medium Density Suburban (MDS) 
• Area Plan: Tahoe 
• Citizen Advisory Board: Incline Village/Crystal Bay 
• Development Code: Authorized in Article 804, Variances 
• Commission District: 1 – Commissioner Berkbigler 
• Section/Township/Range: Section 10, Township 16N, Range 18E, MDM, 
   Washoe County, NV 
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• Prepared by: Trevor Lloyd - Senior Planner 
  Washoe County Community Services Department 
  Planning and Development Division 
• Phone:  775.328.3620 
• E-Mail:  tlloyd@washoecounty.us 

 Chair Lawrence opened the public hearing.  Trevor Lloyd reviewed his staff report dated 
May 8, 2015. 

 Elise Fett, the applicant’s representative, commended Mr. Lloyd on his excellent 
presentation.  She reiterated that the slope of the property is very steep. About a 10’ drop from 
the road to the setback line.  The proposed entry deck will be at the same level as the current 
entry deck.  The request is to simply have a covered deck within the setback but back from the 
road a bit.  The goal is to have a step that goes from the existing garage, which is right on the 
property line, back to the new garage which will be behind the setback line.  This will provide a 
step that ties the existing garage in with the new garage and home making it look like it was all 
planned together at one time. 

 Chair Lawrence opened public comment. 

 Cathy Brandhorst spoke about evicted residents refusing to move out of a house. 

 Chair Lawrence closed public comment. 

 There were no disclosures. 

 Member Wideman moved that, after giving reasoned consideration to the information 
contained in the staff report and information received during the public hearing, the Washoe 
County Board of Adjustment approve Variance Case Number VA15-003 for Alpine View LLC., 
with the conditions of approval as included at Exhibit A to the staff report having made all four 
findings in accordance with Washoe County Development Code Section 110.804.25.  Member 
Toulouse seconded the motion which carried unanimously. 

 The motion was based on the following findings: 

1. Special Circumstances.  Because of the special circumstances applicable to the 
property, including exceptional narrowness, shallowness or shape of the specific 
piece of property; exceptional topographic conditions; extraordinary and 
exceptional situation or condition of the property and/or location of surroundings; 
the strict application of the regulation results in exceptional and undue hardships 
upon the owner of the property; 

2. No Detriment.  The relief will not create a substantial detriment to the public 
good, substantially impair affected natural resources or impair the intent and 
purpose of the Development Code or applicable policies under which the 
variance is granted; 

3. No Special Privileges.  The granting of the variance will not constitute a grant of 
special privileges inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the 
vicinity and the identical regulatory zone in which the property is situated;  

4. Use Authorized.  The variance will not authorize a use or activity which is not otherwise 
expressly authorized by the regulation governing the parcel of property. 

mailto:tlloyd@washoecounty.us
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9. Chair and Board Items 

A. Future Agenda Items 

None 

B. Requests for Information from Staff 

None 

10. *Director’s Items and Legal Counsel’s Items 
A. *Report on Previous Board of Adjustment Items 

Mr. Lloyd gave the following reports: 

- Member Wideman’s appointment for another full term will be heard at the June 23, 2015 
County Commission meeting. 

- The Board’s decision to deny VA15-002, Kline, has been appealed and will be heard June 
9, 2015 at the County Commission meeting. 

- Special Use Permit Case SB15-001, Mustang Industrial Grading, is moving along and staff 
is working to secure right-of-way through the BLM to help support the project. 

B. *Legal Information and Updates 

None 

11. *General Public Comment  

 Cathy Brandhorst spoke regarding her problems trying to move back to Mill Street.  

12. Adjournment 
The meeting adjourned at 3:30 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 _______________________________________ 
 Donna Fagan, Recording Secretary 

Approved by Board in session on __________, 2015 

 

 _______________________________________ 
William H. Whitney 

 Secretary to the Board of Adjustment 
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 This is the second application submitted for the 
proposed facility. 

 The original submittal proposed the pad site and 
monopole at a different location on the parcel. 

 The original site proposal would not have met code, 
so staff requested that an alternative location be 
considered.    

Background 
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 Verizon is claiming the facility is necessary to: 
• Close existing “significant gaps” in coverage; and 
• Provide support capacity to the existing overloaded 

facilities at Slide Mountain and Wolf Run  
 Verizon explored alternative locations, including 

collocation, but none satisfied their service objectives 
 Negotiations with TMWA to use the water tank site 

and existing road were unsuccessful.   

Background 
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Vicinity Map 
APN 049-070-49 
150 Timberline 
View Ct.  
 
Whites Creek / 
Timberline area in 
the South Truckee 
Meadows 
 
Site is not located 
in the Mount Rose 
Scenic Corridor, 
but is visible from 
the highway 
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Mount Rose Scenic Corridor Buffer (500 ft.) 
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Site Plan Proposed pad and cell 
tower site. 

Proposed new access road. 

Existing access road. 
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Adjacent Uses 

Whites Creek Trail Access 

Proposed pad and cell 
tower site. 

Nearest residential 
dwelling ~ 590 ft. 

(Looking East) 
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Adjacent Uses (Looking West) Proposed pad and cell 
tower site. 

Future housing sites. 
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Subject Parcel (Parcel Map 4688A) 

Existing 20’ private 
equestrian easement 
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Elevations 
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Photo Simulations – Northwest View Zoom 
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Photo Simulations – From Mt. Rose Hwy. 
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 The proposed maximum height of 61 feet is allowed. 
 Two methods to determine permitted height (regulatory 

zone standards vs. significant gap). 
 Either method would allow the proposed maximum height. 
 Per the significant gap standard, 65 feet of height would be 

allowed: 
 

Analysis – Height  
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 The subject parcel is zoned General Rural (GR). 
 Per Article 324, monopole antennas are allowed in the 

GR regulatory zone (subject to placement standards) 
 If a significant gap is proven, then a wireless facility is 

allowed at any location. 
 The proposed location meets the required regulatory 

zone setbacks (i.e. 30’ F/R, 50’ side) 

Analysis – Zoning and Setbacks  
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 No significant ridgelines are affected (based on 
contour elevations and photo simulations).  

 The site is located on steeply sloped hillside mostly 
devoid of large trees. 

 The monopole, although disguised as a large pine tree, 
will standout as the singular large tree on the hillside. 

 Staff is recommending condition 1(g) as mitigation 
(additional planting of 5 trees minimum of 14’ high) 
 

Analysis – View Shed  
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 Utility lines will be placed underground.  Lighting and 
parking will be minimal.  Landscaping provided. 

 The existing access road that runs to and through the 
TMWA water tank site will not be used in its entirety. 

 Instead, construction of a new access road is proposed 
adjacent to and below the existing road. 

 Grading necessary for the new road will disturb areas of 
slopes in excess of 30%, requiring a separate Special Use 
Permit for grading per Article 438 (condition of approval). 

Analysis – Access, Grading, and Utilities  
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Analysis – Access, Grading, and Utilities  

Existing dirt road on the TMWA parcel that provides direct 
access to the proposed pad/site.   

Location of proposed new road.  Note the presence of large 
boulders and steepness of slope.  The existing dirt road is 
located upslope and to the left of the area pictured.   
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Analysis – Access, Grading, and Utilities  

Approximate alignment of proposed new access road.   
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 Should the Board decide to approve the Special Use Permit for 
the wireless facility use, staff is recommending the following 
condition of approval to address grading of the new road: 

 

“Prior to the issuance of any building permits or grading activity, the 
applicant shall obtain a Special Use Permit (SUP), pursuant to WCC 
Section 110.438.35 and WCC Section 110.810, which approves 
construction of the proposed access road.  The approved SUP shall 
demonstrate how the existing equestrian and pedestrian access 
easement depicted on Parcel Map 4688A will be perpetuated through 
the subject parcel to the adjacent Forest Service lands to the west.”  

Recommended Condition  
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 (WCC) Section 110.324.50(e)(10)(i) prohibits monopole 
antennas from being located within 1,000 feet of a public trail. 

 The proposed pad site is located ~ 715 feet from the Whites 
Creek public trail; however, 

 A facility is exempted from the 1,000 foot buffer if a “significant 
gap” in coverage can be proven by technical studies 

 Verizon is claiming that a significant gap exists (see Exhibit D of 
the staff report).  

Analysis – Placement Standards  
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Whites Creek Public Trail Proximity 
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 No “bright-line” rule or threshold. 
 The Board may make its own determination based on the 

substantial evidence standard (facts, reasonable mind). 
 Comprehensive geographic coverage free of all small dead 

spots is not guaranteed. 
 A gap, once identified, must be proven “truly significant”; and, 
 The wireless provider must demonstrate the infeasibility of 

alternative facilities or site locations (least intrusive 
means/balancing test).   

Analysis – Significant Gap Determination  
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 In assessing a significant gap claim, the Board may consider 
such factors as (note: this is not an exhaustive list): 
• The impact on significant commuter or highway traffic; 
• The nature and character of the project area; 
• The number of potential users affected by the gap; 
• Whether the facility is necessary to fill a void in coverage or weak signal; 
• Whether the gap covers well traveled roads lacking roaming capabilities; 
• Whether the gap covers a commercial district; 
• Results of an expertly performed “drive test” of signal strength and 

quality; and, 
• Whether the gap poses a public safety risk. 

Analysis – Significant Gap Determination  
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Verizon Coverage Gap Maps 
Without Facility (Before) With Facility (After) 
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Verizon Alternative Location Analysis 
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 The following agencies reviewed the request: 
– Planning and Development; Parks and Open Space; 

Engineering and Capital Projects (Traffic, Roads, Land 
Development, Water and Sewer); TMWA; TMFPD, 
RTC, and Environmental Health  

 Conditions of approval were requested by Planning and 
Development, Engineering and Capital Projects, Parks 
and Open Space, and TMFPD. 

 See Exhibit H of the staff report for the recommended 
conditions of approval. 
 
 

Reviewing Agencies 
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 The applicant’s representative presented the case to the 
South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley Citizen 
Advisory Board on two occasions: 
• April 9, 2015 and May 14, 2015 

 Staff was unable to attend the first meeting but did 
attend the second, at which Staff had a lengthy 
discussion with CAB members and the public. 

 A summary of the CAB comments is provided in the 
staff report starting on page 22 (too numerous to list). 
 
 

Citizen Advisory Board/ Public Comment 
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 Nearly all of the public comment expressed opposition.  
 A few of the CAB members expressed support (better 

service, improved E911). 
 The primary concerns raised were: 

• Is the facility really necessary?  How is a “significant gap” 
determined? 

• Visual impact of the tower and the new access road. 
• Impact on community character and property values. 
• Frustration that TMWA and Verizon couldn’t reach 

agreement.  
 

Citizen Advisory Board/ Public Comment 
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Required Findings 
 WCC Section 110.810.30, Article 810 Special Use 

Permits (Consistency with Master Plan, Adequate 
Improvements, Site Suitability, Issuance Not 
Detrimental, Effect on Military Installation) 

 WCC Section 110.324.75, Article 324 Communication 
Facilities (Meets Standards, Public Input, Impacts)  

 Policy F.2.13, of the Forest Area Plan (Impact on the 
Community Character) 
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Required Findings (continued) 

 Staff analysis and response to the required findings is 
provided in the staff report starting on page 29. 

 Staff is able to make the majority of the required 
findings (but only if the recommended conditions of 
approval are met). 

 Staff defers to the Board’s judgement regarding 
certain subjective findings, such as the impact to 
community character and adjacent neighborhoods. 
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After a thorough analysis and review, Special 
Use Permit Case Number SB14-014 for Verizon 
Wireless (Timberline) is being recommended 
for approval with conditions.  
 

Staff Recommendation 
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I move that, after considering the information contained 
within the staff report and the information received during 
the public hearing, the Washoe County Board of Adjustment 
approve, with the conditions included at Exhibit H to the 
staff report for this item, Special Use Permit Case Number 
SB14-014 for Verizon Wireless, being able to make the 
findings required by Washoe County Code Section 
110.810.30,  Section 110.324.75 and the finding required by 
Policy F.2.13 of the Forest Area Plan, a part of the Washoe 
County Master Plan, for approval of Special Use Permits.  
 

Possible Motion 
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Motion Findings 
Findings from Section 110.810.30 (Special Use Permits): 
1. Consistency.  That the proposed use is consistent with the action programs, 

policies, standards and maps of the Master Plan and the Forest Area Plan; 
2. Improvements.  That adequate utilities, roadway improvements, sanitation, 

water supply, drainage, and other necessary facilities have been provided, the 
proposed improvements are properly related to existing and proposed roadways, 
and an adequate public facilities determination has been made in accordance 
with Division Seven; 

3. Site Suitability.  That the site is physically suitable for a wireless communications 
facility and for the intensity of such a development; 

4. Issuance Not Detrimental.  That issuance of the permit will not be significantly 
detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare; injurious to the property or 

5. Effect on a Military Installation.  That issuance of the permit will not have a 
detrimental effect on the location, purpose or mission of the military installation;  
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Motion Findings (continued) 
Findings from Section 110.324.75 (Communication Facilities): 
1. Meets Standards. That the wireless communications facility meets all the 

standards of Sections 110.324.40 through 110.324.60 as determined by the 
Director of the Planning and Development Division and/or his authorized 
representative; 

2. Public Input.  That public input was considered during the public hearing review 
process; and 

3. Impacts. That the proposal will not unduly impact the adjacent neighborhoods or 
the vistas and ridgelines of the County. 

 

Findings from Policy F.2.13, of the Forest Area Plan: 
1.  Impact on the Community Character. That impact on the Community Character 
can be adequately conserved through mitigation of any identified potential negative 
impacts. 
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Appeal Process 
Board of Adjustment action will be effective 10 calendar 
days after the written decision is filed with the Secretary 
to the Board of Adjustment, unless the action is appealed 
to the Washoe County Board of County Commissioners, 
in which case the outcome of the appeal shall be 
determined by the Washoe County Board of County 
Commissioners.  Any appeal must be filed in writing with 
the Planning and Development Division within 10 
calendar days after the written decision is filed with the 
Secretary to the Board of Adjustment.  
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